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CLAUSES CAUSE CONFLICT
by Evan Augoustiniatos
two students and two faculty members.
In response to a controversy concerning submit a budget proposal to the SBA tions.
This
Review Team would make the final
After considerable deliberation and inexclusionary policies in the constitutions Budget Committee. This committee redecision
as to whether. under the second
of several student organizations, the Stu- views it and makes a recommendation to vestigation, the SOP has formulated four and third options above. < showing of comthe
Senate
which
then
votes
on
it.
different
policies
which
the
school
can
dent Organization Policy (SOP) CommitRecognition by the SBA makes an or- adopt. The first is that no organization pelling purpose was made by an organizatee has recently formulated four proposals
tion desiring an exclusionary clause in its
from which future school policy may be ganization eligible to receive funds and whose constitution contains an exclusiooffice space. In order for an organization nary clause may be recognized. The sec- constitution.
chosen.
In a letter sent to student organization
The controversy arose over a year ago to be recognized it must meet certain ond is that organizations may be recogpresidents and SBA Senators over winter
minimum
membership
requirements
and
nized
whose
constitutions
contain
when Martin Schnabel, an SBA senator at
break, The SOP Committee revealed that
the time. discovered that the SBA was must also submit a constitution for ap- exclusionary clauses pertaining only to ofit has not decided which. if any, of these
granting funds to organizations whose con- proval by the SBA. Several organizations ficers. and then only upon a showing that
options it will recommend to the faculty.
which
are
recognized
and
continue
to
rea
compelling
purpose
exists
for
such
an
stitutions excluded students from memberThis is partly because some support exists
ship or executive positions based on race. ceive funds through the SBA have cons ti tu- allowance. The third is that organizations
for each option. and partly because the
color, creed. national origin, age, gender, tions which prohibit students from becom- may be recognized whose constitutions
Committee
desires more student input beor sexual orientation. Mr. Schnabel ing members and/or officers on one or contain exclusionary clauses pertaining to
fore it reaches its final decision. The Commore
of
the
following
bases:
race.
creed.
officers
and
regular
members,
and
then
brought suit against the SBA through the
mittee's proposal to the faculty will be
internal student government channels. color, national origin, age, sex. or sexual only upon a· showing that a compelling
purpose exists for such an allowance. The made around mid-February. If anyone is
Since that time, the issue has come under orientation.
As an accredited institution of higher fourth policy is that no restriction be interested in having his or her opinion
the evaluation of the SOP which is now
learning.
and with the tax benefits that placed on the drafting of constitutions and heard on this issue. the thing to do is write
ready to submit its proposals to the faculty
come
with
such a status. New York Law that all organizations are free to determine it down. and the place to send it is Helena
for final approval.
Prigals office on the second floor of A
The SBA receives its' funds from the School itself is, by law, prohibited from their individual membership and governBuilding. If anyone is interested in how
eight dollar student activity fee which discriminating along such lines. The issue ing policies.
the New York Law School Reporter feels
before
the
SOP
Committee
is
whether
our
The
Committee
also
proposed
the
forevery student pays through tuition. At the
about this issue. he or she should peruse
school
can
or
should
endorse
and
fund
mation
of
a
Review
Team
composed
of
beginning of every semester. each recogthe editorial on this subject on page 2.
nized organization desiring funds must such activities in its· campus organiza- the Associate Dean of Student Affairs.

MENDIK Library
The New Look for the 90' s
by Daren R. Domina
As most of .,those conscious already
know, the Mendik Library is open and has
been since the first day of this spring
semester. The many student skeptics have
been quieted. It took only three short
weeks over the vacation for the entire
(scattered) contents of the old library to
be moved from the inadequate facilities
of 57 and 55 Worth Street into the spacious
new Mendik library at 240 Church Street.
Approximately 330.000 volume-equivalents were moved. In the words of one
...----------------------------------.at

librarian. for a job of such magnitude. this proper identification to the security guard. a Lega!Trac terminal. All floors contain
is considered quite =amazina." According According to Marie Newman. Head of bathrooms. copier machines. pay phones
to Joyce Saltalamachia. Director of Library Referenc~ Services. this is to prevent indi- and group study rooms. Many things are
Services, "overall. the library staff is very viduals just walking in off the street and currently on order. These include clocks.
pleased ." Generally. student reaction has interferring with student use of library re- pencil sharpeners. and garbage cans.
also been favorable.
sources. The 240 Church entrance is
According to Marie Newman, the learnThere are several new policies in effect closed after five p.m .. weekdays. and is
ing centers will involve Westlaw and
for Mendik Library. The library is not closed weekends. Entrance is obtained
Lexis training sessions on an on-going
open to the general public. Only students through 57 Worth. There is also a strict
basis by NYLS student representatives.
with valid ID cards and individuals such policy regarding various "vices." SmokWhen these rooms are not used for trainas alumni who pay for the privilege may ing is confined to the third floor smoking
ing. they are open for student use.
use the facilities. All entrants must show room only. No food or drink is allowed
Westlaw and Lexis terminals no longer
any time anywhere in the library. This
is to ensure a cleaner. healthier library need to be signed out for time slots and
are available on a first-come. first-served
facility.
A quick guide to the new library might basis. There are presently twelve Lexis
prove helpful. The basement contains the and ten Westlaw terminals open for stustate reporters. located in sliding compact dent use. The number of Personal Computers were also increased due to acquired
.shelves. The first floor contains the referhand-me-downs from the faculty. The adence desk. the card catalogs. the reserve
dition of WordPerfect 5.0 is currently
pg. 10 room and a computer room containing .being discussed.
Graphic Portrayals of Women
Westlaw, Lexis and Lega!Trac (InfoTrac)
The second floor contains the
pg. 8 terminals.
Write
you get work
Of course, the new library is not without
federal reporters. a room with (eventually)
6 P.C. terminals. the Lexis permanent its problems. The move itself was not
Cupid's Arrow Strikes, Suit to [ollow .Pgs. 14-15 learning center. and two small rooms used without its share, but these were mostly
for seminar classes. The third floor con- expected difficulties. Perhaps the biggest
.Pg. 17 tains the New York materials. a rare book problem were the delays caused by the
Gripes of Worth
.
room. a smoking/group study room. and shelving contractors. Frequently, books
Pg. 12 the Westlaw permanent learning center. were moved onto shelves that had been
And of course, Noam De Pleume
The fourth floor contains all the bound constructed only minutes before. Now that
periodicals (that were scattered in the old the library has been moved, the emphasis
library over two floors), another room is on the consolidation of resources,
with (eventually) eight P.C. terminals and facilities and staff.
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But talk is cheap, crusaders are often to sue the paper (its editors) and the author
Edi
to
rials
.
.
.
scorned and unappreciated and I am begin- for libel. The article quoted a number
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-ning w sound like the hoAf ofa P.B.S. ofanonymous~utverifiabl~Afudentsin
membership drive. So let's put our cards the course who criticized Adjunct Profeson the table. What The Reporter really sor Loeb for making the class, at least for
needs (here we go again) are new editors some, a thoroughly unpleasant unproducto pick up the reins from the motley crew tive waste of time. Maybe that sounds like
The Reporter would like to wish free to indulge yourself. We need car- that currently inhabit rin. CI 02. Fortu- many of your classes, but Adjunct Profeseveryone in the NYLS community a be- toonists and book reviewers ( as if we nately, some of us do graduate. There is sor Loeb also threatened to report the parlated but happy new decade and much suc- didn't read enough). The Reporter also plenty of room for new editors, new layout ties responsible for the article to the
cess in the spring semester. We would needs people to report on changes in the people, new people to handle advertising. character and fitness committee of the bar
also like to thank everyone who contri- school's curriculum (like the restructuring (I bet you didn't know that the person who if the piece was printed. Even though this
buted their hardwork. time, ideas and ad- of the clinical offerings) and new student gets BarBri or Puffys or any other adver- "real life" problem would be a Con-Law
vice to make the 3 issues that we published services (like the library) during a dynamic tiser to place an add in The Reporter gets II professor's sadistic dream for a final
last semester possible.
a small but tidy cut of the paper's revenues exam, the piece for many reasons was not
transitional period at NYLS.
published even though we determined that
Though The Reporter is not a club or
But enough of what The Reporter since we operate at a modest profit.)
organization in the typical sense, we rely needs. What you need to know is how
While working on the Reporter is a lot he really didn't have a great case. (Paren·upon the participation of the entire student your participation can make a difference. of fun. deciding which articles will run thetically, in one of life's comic ironies,
body to give us a paper that has a little The Reporter is the sympathetic voice of and which will not, isn't always as easy the people who actually made the decision
something in it for everybody. So far. we all the aging students who spend three or as you might think. For instance: Last didn't do so hot in Con Law II, you win
have been able to get by with a fair amount four important and hopefully productive semester someone submitted an ad parody some and you lose some.)
of material from a reliable core of con- years here. Our circulation is easily over based on a phone sex advertisement which
To make things really interesting, we
tributors. Still, it is not enough. We need 1000 readers and some of us have found poked fun at our beloved law school. A have been asked to reconsider the use of
more participation and involvement in all that if you make a big enough "stink." scantilly clad young women in a provoca- words like "fuck," "goddamn." "shit" and
areas of the papers production. especially sometimes efforts don't go unrewarded. tive pose figured prominently. We argued. other colorful explicatives. This, of course,
from first years students. Yes, of course. Though you can never hope to please all discussed, and debated. Eventually a pie- would make our paper more "profesfirst years are terribly overworked and pet- of the people all of the time. at least The ture of a considerably less provocative but sional." a paper the school can be proud
of. Maybe *#&!* of F--k or [expletive
rified, but the reprieve is over. We need Reporter can provide a little exposure for cute law student was substituted. ~
We could only assume that this new deleted] is more professional. After all,
reporting on school events and issues the things that we do as law students and
which effect the quality of our education. as a law school that are worthy of atten- picture would be acceptable to most of consummated professionals like George
our enlightened readership. We assumed Will and Howard Stem don't need to use
We need writing with a more "creative" tion.
that it would probably hurt no ones feelings words like these to make a point.
flair on virtually any topic of interest. Feel
except those of the cute law student's farnThese three dilemmas are just a sample
ily. What would you have done? Would of some of the fun things that we get to
the original ad with the young pretty lady deal with during the "normal" course of
have been offensive? Was the ad which putting an issue together. We don't intend
ultimately ran less offensive even if it was to air our dirty laundry in public just to
in "bad taste?" Should it have mattered to show you how vitally important to free
Thanks, Evan. Not only are you a tough
our decision that some of our classmates speech in America we think the job of a
act to follow, but now you've actually left nary policies are a conscious effort to might have considered the ads sexist, even Reporter editor is, but we would like you
though it was truly intended in the spirit to know that there is more to The Reporter
me holding the bag on what is a very seri- achieve a definite goal.
The Latino Law Students Society and of good natured humor? Were we worry- you might be interested in than just reading
ous issue that extends far beyond the confines of our seemingly snug little fishbowl the Christian Legal Society employ ing about nothing? Should we have run the end product; a typo-ridden tabloid so
here at NYLS. The obvious heart of this exclusionary policies only in regard to the ad as it was originally conceived or many brave trees gave their lives for.
Well that is the pitch. We know that
controversy surrounding the exclusionary those members who may hold executive did we take the "prudent and sensitive"
you're out there. Be on the look-out for
policies of some clubs is discrimination positions. Speaking with a member of way out? It was a close call.
A s\i.ght\ymore serious challenge to our signs advertising our next meeting. lf you
itself. Is the use of discriminuation itself LLSA, he explained this policy as· a neeas a means to achieve social equality an essary measure at this stage of the organi- "editorial judgment" occurred when an can't wait, just stop by the office with
effective exercise in "fighting fire with zation's development in an environment adjunct legal writing professor threatened some of your ideas.
whkhsu~~gro~ly~mminori~unde~,=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
fire, or is it simply another situation where representation
that the great danger is that r.
those who claim to be "fighting the good if the majority of members were nonfight", are allowing the misguided princi- Latino, then the logical consequence
ples of their opposition to seep into their would be the election to executive posiTHE NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
own efforts, and thus quietly drain them tions of non-Latinos, thus rendering the
of the virtue which was once their main organization virtually toothless. I asked
REPORTER
appeal?
him if he saw the exclusionary policies as
We would like to focus on the exclusio- a short-term measure, until we had a more
nary policies of three organizations- integrated society on the whole. He looked
CAPO DEi TUTTI CAPI
BRADLEY "SANDMAN" SHAW
BLSA, LLSA, and the Christian Legal So- at me and said "Dilip, I'd like to see the
ciety. As I understand it, BLSA's exclusio- day when we don't even need these organiMONEY LAUNDERING
nary policy extends to the voting zations."
DIANE "SHYLOCK" WOLFSON
privileges of members as well as to those
I didn't get a chance to find out what
ENFORCER
members who may hold executive posi- the position of the Christian Legal Society
DILIP "MAC/NE GUN" MASSAND
tions. I asked a few members of BLSA is, but over a few drinks with the "Evening
what the general reasoning behind this pol- Editor" of the Reporter, we got a generally
CONSIGLI ERE
EVAN "THE CLUB'" AUGOUSTINIATOS
icy was and they gave responses which good idea. Think about it, religion itself
truly helped me to understand their posi- is discriminatory. The only difference is
TRAFFICKING
tions rather than to logically condemn it that mankind is still at such a primal stage
DARING DARREN DOMINA
on the basis of abstract legal reasoning of enlightenment that we have to go about
EXTORTION
perverted by two mandatory terms of Con- fighting the more obvious forms of disCASPER "THE GHOST" WONG
stitutional Rhetoric. They gave me two crimination (those which we physically
reasons which I found compelling. First see) until we can really sit down, put our
GAMBLING
of all, they told me quite candidly that heads together and realize that all religions
DAN "BLACKJACK" MUALLEM
they did not want anyone in the position are essentially talking about the same
THUGS
to make decisions that affect minorities thing.
MARIO "MADMAN"' KARONIS, SUSAN "THE SHIV" FLF.ISHMAN.
who doesn't know what it's like to be a
This is it, drum roll please ... Its time
PHILIP "THE TREE'" SPYROPOULOS. TONY "THE TOOL" D1NOTA.
BARRY "THE BLADE"' BLOCK, ALBERT "PRHTY BOY" WOLLERMANN
minority. Simply put, that a white person for the official "Reporter" position ...
doesn't know what it's like to be black, and look who's got the ball! O.K. we've
PRESENTLY INCARCERATED AND NO LONGER A THREAT TO SOCIETY
and cannot be in the position to make de- got this committee which once yo~ lo~k
JOSE LUIS ORTIZ, MKHAF.L ARCE, TINA FISHF.R, MARCI GOLDSTF.IN
cisions for black people in a community at it, actually did a pretty good JOb m
GUN MOLL
where the black population is still struggl- articulating the four positions which the
DONNA SANTIAGO
ing for survival. Secondly that a main con- administration may adopt regarding these
cern for them is that when they invite black exclusionary policies. (though any Conschoolchildren from around New York stitutional Law geek could have done the
THE REPORTER invites interested parties to submit columns, letters, articles, criticisms
City to the Law School, in an effort to same thing in less time). First, that no
or suggestions to: The Managing Board, THE REPORTER, 57 Worth Street, Room C-102,
New York, N.Y. 10003. Telephone: (212) 431-2117.
inspire them to join the legal profession organization whose constitution contains
· for the benefit of black people as a whole, an exclusionary clause may be recognized.
THE REPORTER, which is published periodically during ~he academic year, has an opinion
it is vital that they are able to show them No Good. This is a cold, intellectual, and
column entitled "VIEWPOINT."
people of their own background in the substantively pathetic solution to a real
Persons interested in submitting a written opinion for this column should label .it "VIEWleadership positions of the organization. problem concerning real issues of our .soPOINr' and submit it to THE REPORTER. THE REPORTER reserves the nght to edit
Only then, can they effectively communi- ciety and we as a Law School cannot simall material accepted for publication.
cate with them, identify with them, and ply make such a cowardly, hollow stateCollege Press Service Subscriber.
serve as much needed role models for ment. The second and third positions prothese youths. In this sense, the exclusio(cont. on bottom of pg. 3)

(PLEAS) Read This!

You Take The High Road
We'll Take the Low Road
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Letters to the Reporter

NYLS Racist Allegations: More
Responsible Reporting Needed

NYLS Students To
Participate in National
Conference To Diversify
Law Schools

by Anthony S. DiNota
students who apply to this school run the
The December 1989 issue of the Repor- racial and ethnic gamut. Put another way,
ter contains two articles that suggest the not all of the tiles to Mayor Dinkins'
NYLS is either a racist institution, or, at "gorgeous mosaic" want to be fitted at
least one that is insensitive to the interests NYLS or any law school for that matter.
of certain minority groups. These are serious
Oscar McDonald's article, "Racism:
allegations that warrant responsible and Alive and Well at NYLS" (p.13), is far by B. Shaw
On February 16-18, 1990 the National
thorough reporting.
more vitriolic than Mr. Siry's. Mr.
LAW, are planning to attend the conferIn "Black Letter Law for Whites Only" McDonald, the president of the Urban Law Law Student Coalition for a Diversified
ence
representing
their organizations.
(front page), Lawrence Siry expresses con- Society, vituperatively accuses NYLS of Legal Community will sponsor a conferOther
student
groups
from NYLS which
cern over the lack of black representation being a racist institution. His evidence ence entitled "Unequal Treatment Under
also
plan
to
attend
the
conference include
at NYLS-in the student body, faculty, consists of eight racist-tinged statements, the Law: Racism, Sexism, Classism, and
National Lawyers Guild, Asian American
Homophobia
in
the
U.S.
Law
Schools."
and Board of Trustees. He is skeptical of which according to unnamed minority stuLaw Students Association, The Latino
the NYLS's committment to serving pros- dents, were made by members of NYLS The conference, hosted by CUNY Law
Law Students Association and the Urban
pective black students, and believes the faculty and student-body, who are also un- School at Queens College, will attract law
Law Society. NYLS students from these
school's reputation as an institution in named. He concludes that "these examples student organizations, faculty, civil rights
organizations have also participated in the
activists
and
lawyers
from
across
the
touch with "urban issues" has been tar- of insensitivity and ignorance reflect the
planning and organization of the confernished due to a low percentage of black attitude on NYLS in general." Such a bold United States to discuss ways in which
ence.
enrollment in the most recent entering affirmation deserves much better evidence the newly formed coalition can mobilize
Though the conference is the first major
and strengthen the national law student
class. He argues that because NYLS is a than Mr. McDonald proffers.
project
of the National Coalition for a Dimovement
to
diversify
faculties,
student
so-called "urban law school," its com muMr. McDonald is unrestrained. about
versified
Legal Community, the coalition
bodies
and
cirricula.
nity should be reflective of New York venting out his anger and frustration. His
began in March 1988 when a group of
During the three day event, participants
City's racial and ethnic fabric. He also concern, like Mr. Siry's, is validly prewill attend workshops, seminars and students attending Boalt Hall Law School
believes that black enrollment will in- mised; unfortunately, just as Mr. Siry
group
discussions designed educate stu- at Berkley formed the Coalition for a Dicrease if the school's admission policy in- skimps
on statistics, so does Mr.
dents
on
techniques they can use to protest versified Faculty to protest the ..gross
creases its target for minority representa- McDonald on specifics. One has to wontion. Mr. Siry's skepticism may be well- der why, when Mr. McDonald is so hell- the under representation and treatment of under-representation of women, people of
founded; however, his logic is skewed and bent in his diatribe to lisj instances of ra- women, people of color, and lesbian and color, and lesbians and gay men on their
his statistical evidence is incomplete.
cism and to unleash his intolerance to the gay men at their law schools. The goal of faculty." When their protests resulted in
The NYLS admission policy has a goal "torture," "torment," and "persecution," the student activism, consisting of forums, a limited effort on the part of the Univerto achieve a 15% minority representation. does he screechingly stop short of reveal- rallies. sit-ins. boycotts of classes, and sity of Southern California to diversify it's
split between Latinos, Asians, and blacks. ing the identities of the students and "well- civil disobedience. is to initiate a dialogue faculty, the Coalition decided to make
between
students and administration their organization national to give their
According to Mr. Siry's article, in the en- known professors" responsible for making
which
can
result in the reform of tenure movement more visibility.
tering class of 1992, these goals were met the prejudiced statements? Why, in all his
On April 6. 1989. the National Coalias to Asians and Latinos, but not to blacks, forthright rage, does he also spare his read- criteria, admission policies and traditional
who comprised I% of the total enrollment. ers of any first-hand reporting? Mr. cirricula which is entrenched in an tion organized a nation-wide boycott of
classes at 36 law schools to demand inAlthough Mr. Siry informs us generally of McDonald's use of demagogic tactics, .. affluent. straight white male perspeccreased faculty diversity. The strike.
tive.
what racial groups are being accepted to namely, failing to attribute quotations
which consisted of action including
In a letter to Dean Simon. the leaders
NYLS, he critically fails to supply statis- while basing them on hearsay and spicing
tics of what racial groups are applying to his commentary with tiresome profanity. of a number of NYLS organizations have forums. rallies. patitions. sit-ins. boycotts
invited NYLS to sponsor a panel at the of classes and civil disobedience. initiated
NYLS. Any disparity that may exist be- are disappointing and irresponsible.
conference
on behalf of the School. Since · some dialogue between students and adtween the number of blacks who applied
Both Mr. Siry and Mr. McDonald sigand the number of blacks who were ac- nificantly remind us that. yes. maybe questions have been raised recently re- ministration. Other student efforts however were supressed with arrests and cencepted is untold, thereby making it dif- NYLS is sending the wrong signal to pros-· garding NYLS tenure policies. the paucity
sorship when few faculty members supof
Black
and
Latino
faculty.
and
what
apficu1t toreproach the school for its adrnis- pective black applicants by its scarcity of
ported
the issues or the strike.
pears
to
be
an
actual
decline
in
enrollment
sion policy per se. Mr. Siry believes that black tenure track professors and Board
The cost of the conference per person
since the school's goal for minority enroll- of Trustee members. This must not be for some already significantly under enrolis $20 if you register before Feb. 9. 1990
ment yielded so few black students. the given short shrift. especially if NYLS is led racial groups at NYLS. the student
and $25 after Feb. 9. NYLS Students are
organizations
responsible
for
the
letter
to
school should set a higher target for minor- sincere about fostering an encouraging enencouraged to participate in this important
Dean
Simon
believe
that
"a
financial
conity representation, such as 25%. The func- vironment for blacks and other minority
tion of a target, no matter how large, must students. However. as future lawyers. it tribution would not only help defray costs event and need not be affiliated with any
not be confused with the function of a would behoove both men to refrain from of the conference. but it would be an indi- school organization to attend. For more
magnet, and a higher target for minorities playing fast and loose with their analyses. cation of our school's commitment to information about the conference please
contact Dan Simonette of BALSA. Fran
does not necessarily mean more blacks (as we\1 as making reductionist analogies equality in the legal community."
In response to the request for funds. Chan of AALSA. Anne Aycock of LAW
will apply to NYLS. Mr. Siry also assumes to South Africa which are simply remiss).
that the pool of applicants for NYLS Uninformed readers should not be misin- Dean Simon. Assistant Dean Mattlew or Tracy Kohlman and Larry Siry of Nashould mirror the melting-pot mix of New formed. nor should sensitive readers be Wilker and Helena Prigal. Dean of Student tional Lawyers Guild. Students may also
York City's population. It seems unrealis- alienated. Most importantly. the graveness Affairs have contyributed $225 in support obtain more information by contacting
tic to hold NYLS responsible, as Mr. Siry of the racism issue at NYLS should not of student participation in the conference. Richard Barba at the National Lawyers
NYLS students. including Daniel Simon- Guild. 55 Ave. of the Americas. New
would, for ensuring that prospective law be undermined.
ette of BALSA and Anne Aycock of York. New York. (212) 966-5000.
Con't from Pg. 2
vide that exclusionary policies may be permissible if the organization shows a compelling purpose, and differ slightly in that
one refers to policies concerning members
and executive officers, and the other refers
to policies concerning executive positions
only. Mark my words. The school will
adopt one of these two policies. Both are
safe, intellectually consistent with the Supreme Court's rulings concerning affirmative action, and reflect a law school that
has decided to play by the rule of law. The
only question from the administration's
point of view is this-"How safe can we
play this?". Surely the proposal that allows
exclusionary policies solely in regard to
executive positions is the safer of the two.
But the administration will try to anticipate
what would give the trustees least grief.
especially Mr. Mendik , before reaching a
decision.
The Reporter, true champion of freedom
and last bastion of justice that it is, likes
the fourth policy. That no restriction at all
be placed on the drafting of constitutions.

and that all organizations are free to deter
mine membership and governing policies.
First of all. through the use of committees.
consensus-gathering. and deliberation.
that is exactly how the situation stands
today. "But that's the pace of justice" they
say. Timid foot-dragging. and perpetual
hesitation. We say thanks to all this effort.
precious time is flying by and organizations are continuing to use discriminatory
policies. Secondly. if we as a "Law
School". are an environment of higher
learning and virtuous principles. let us test
our own sensibilities. and allow the clubs
to do as they please. Let an organization
flourish or fade on the merit of their message. and on the students' appreciation or
disdain for that message, not on the fickle
fancy of an administrator's stark concept
of a "compelling purpose". The one
danger in allowing such a thieves market
of organizations is this. that one day we
may find a Neo-Nazi group sharing office
space with Amnesty International ... but
then again. that's the price of freedom.
-Eds
P.S.-Thanks Again Ev
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CONFERENCE AGENDA
Friday, February 16
6:00-7:00
7:00-8:00
8:00-9:00
9:00-10:00
9:30-11:00

Registration
Opening Remarks by Student Leaders
Opening Keynote Speaker
Reception
Film

Saturday, February 17
8:30-9:30
Registration/Breakfast
9:30-noon
Plenary and Open Mike-History of the
Struggle to Diversify U.S. Schools.
Noon-1:00
Lunch
1:00-2:00
Workshop Session
A. Diversifying Faculty
B. Student Diversity in Law Schools
C.Expanding Law School Curriculum to
include the perspectives of People of
Color. Women. Lesbians and Gay Men.
and the Working Class.
D. Responding to Bias-Related Speech
and Bias Motivated Behavior
2:45-4: 15
Small Group Discussion
4:30-5:30
Free time/Group Caucuses
5:30-6:30
Local/ Alternative Bar Reception
6:30-8:00
Dinner
8:00-9:00
Keynote Speaker
9:00-????
Party at CUNY
Sunday, February 18
8:30-9:30
Breakfast
9:30-11:00
Skills Seminars

11·15-12:15
12:15-1:30
1:30-3:00

A. Building Strong Student Organization
B. How to Form, Maintain. and
Strengthen Coalitions
C. Fund Raising/Using the Media
Role Playing
Lunch/Small Group Discussion
Closing Plenary & Open Mike-Student
Activism and Strategies for Direct Action.

Master of Laws
Bost.on University
School of Law

LL.M. Degree in Banking

Law Studies

A unique graduate program offering separate, multidisciplinary courses of study in American Banking Law
Studies and in International Banking Law Stucles.
Taught by faculty of the Boston University School of Law.
eminent banking law attorneys and management experts,
these innovative programs provide an exceptional blend of
intellectual and practical education at one of the nation s
most prestigious law schools. Covering the full range of
advanced oanking law subj0CtS, the curriculum also
includes courses specially developed to introduce lawyers
to the economic and managerial aspects of the U.S. and
•nternational financial services industries.
These comprehensive LL.M. programs offer unparallelled
educational opportunities for 1awyers who wish to practice in these dynamic, fast growing areas of specialization.
Applications are now being accepted for full or part-time
enrollment in September 1990.

For a ca dlog containing detailed
information and application forms, write:
Graduate Proan-am in Banking Law Studies
Mo~'"Ul Center for Bankin~ Law Studies
Boston University School of Law
765 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02215
or c

~,_ 7/353-3023
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Spotlight on Hammond
by Susan Fleischman
This issues faculty spotlight is on Professor Allen Hammond who joined NYLS
in the Fall of 1989. Professor Hammond
teaches the Media Law Clinic and Communications Law.
Since his first transistor radio. Professor
Hammond knew that he wanted a career
in communications. He discovered Black
oriented radio stations which aired a variety of artists from Motown to Delta Blues
and during the 60's. the assassinations of
civil rights reformers like Martin Luther
King. The Kennedy's and Malcom X. and
the turbulence in America created by the
Viet Nam war led Professor Hammond to
the conclusion that he should go to law
school so he could help write better laws.
As a youth. Professor Hammond moved
often and recalls that within a two years
period he lived in a housing project in
Brooklyn. a house in Queens and an apartment building in Harlem. Though is family
was of limited means. Professor Hammond notes that strong encouragement
from his grandparents and parents. as well
as. his own strong determination allowed
him to achieve the goals he set for himself.
As an undergrad at Grinnel College.
Professor Hammond was a D.J. for his
school radio station. He quickly realized
his interest in music and radio could make

Recycle-Recycling is going to be an
important process for the 1990's and
beyond. and it's about time. America is a
society in which recycling is a concept
that we rarely think about. Actually from
what I see in the garbage cans around
school, recycling practically never crosses
our minds. For when I do look into the
garbage I see 4 or 5 cans and a newspaper
or two. And that is just what is on top. I
am sure it is I ike that al I the way through.
The kind of mindless thought process to
our recyclable garbage is totally unacceptable.
As the highly educated people that we
law students are (top 80-909c in the nation)
we more than anyone else should realize
the environmental and economic importance of recycling. Luckily the school real-

him something of a campus personality
leading to gigs spinning records at campus
parties. Following graduation from Grinnell. Professor Hammond attended University of Pennsylvania Law School and then
received an M.A. in 1977 from the Annenberg School of Communications also at
Penn.
Professor Hammond began his career
as a educator working as a substitute
teacher in Philadelphia. while he attended
graduate school. His first full time teaching position after graduate school was as
a Professor of Communications at University of Marlyand. College Park. In addition to his teaching duties. Professor Hammond also clerked at the Office of Telecommunications
Policy in the White
House during the Carter Administration.
From law school to graduate school and
ail through his professional life as an
educator and expert in the communications field. Professor Harnmondx .. if you
wnat it. go do it "attitude has served him
well. This motto extends into his personal
life as he related how this drive led him
to marry his wife of 14 years. a summa
cum Iaude graduate from Yale with a Ph.d
in education just 6 months after they met.
Professor Hammond and his wife have
three children.

izes this and provides easy access to newspaper and aluminum can recycling bins.
The newspaper bin is located on the I st
floor of C building as soon as you walk
in the door on your right. The aluminum
can recycling boxes are located on many
floors and there is always the one directly
to the left (through the door) or the newspaper bin.
So the next time you finish reading the
paper or downing a soda, don't just throw
it in the garbage.'STOP! and think Recycle. It's WORTH (no pun intended) that
little bit of effort, and think of how good
you will feel knowing that you recycled.
-Michael D'Angelo
President, Media Law Project
"Giving a Hoot"

Women, Minorities
Should Take Separate
Tests, Researcher Says
(CPS)-Woman and minority students
should take their own separate college entrance exams, a Howard University researcher recommended to a national conference on bias in standardized tests.
Such tests-in which women would be
judged against other women, minorities
against minorities, and men against menwould paint a truer picture of students'
aptitudes than the current system, which
many critics say is biased in favor of white
males, Howard reseacher Sylvia Johnson
told the conference.
Last February, a U.S. District Judge
ruled that New York could not use Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores as the
sole criteria for awarding scholarhships to
students because it effectively eliminated
many women and minority men from receiving those scholarships.

"It doesn't sound like a bad idea off the
top of your head, but there are a couple
of problems with it," said Sarah Stockwell
of FairTest,
a Massachusettes-based
watchdog group.
"A standardized test in itself fundamentally has biases because [it isl very speeded
and you have to guess on many answers,"
she said, 'The problem isn't solved by
having additional tests."
Separate tests, said Janice Garns of the
College Board, which sponsors the SAT,
are "totally unnecessary."
"The SAT is not biased, it reflects the
preparation of students," she contended.
Johnson disagreed. "I believe in the concept of equal talent," she said. "If talent
is inherent, then I think it is distributed
equally between men and women, black
and white."
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Hellenic
Law

Society

LLSS

Latino Law Student Society will have
Dear Fellow Student,
its annual Law Day on February 17, 1990.
Towards the end of last semester some The Law Day's speaker will be Justice
fellow students and I organized the Hel- Carment Beauchamp Ciparick, the first
lenic Law Society of New York Law Puerto Rican woman elected to a court in
School. The general purpose of HLS is to New York State, and Judge Luis A. Goncreate a forum for Greek, Greek-Amerzalez, a New York City Civil Court Judge
ican, and other New York Law School and a member of the Executive Committee
students in order to enrich their academic of the Real Property Section of the New
and extracurricular experiences as well as York State Bar Association.
to provide a support group and a place to
Anyone interested in attending the Law
meet others of similar backgrounds and Day can contact Jose Luis Ortfz , chairperson of LLSS at our office C-105.
interests.
Late last semester, we were busy with
the logistics of creating the organization,
though we did manage to have our first
meeting. Spanakopita, baklava and other
yum yums were served, and the Berlin
Since our next meeting will probably
Film Festival's award winning "Rebe
on Thursday, I would really appreciate
mbetiko" was shown. Also, an after-finals
party was co-sponsored by HLS at 40 it if you could return this information as
Worth Street. Yet this semester will really soon as possible. Also, please include
be our first 'active' semester, and I hope your name, telephone number, mailing adyou will join us in pioneering
its dress, after what time on each weekday
you are available, and whether you would
beginnings.
The primary purpose of the Hellenic earnestly be interested in the following
Law Society is to serve its members as events:
best as possible. I refuse to let HLS be- a) School respite featuring Greek food
(also. can you or any relatives
come an organization where its officers
provide some of the food")
serve as shepherds and its members as
sheep. The quality of events really does b) A tour of the Greek Mission to the
United Nations
depend on your involvement; on using
HLS as a too\ to serve your own needs. c) A. tour ot NYs EEC headquarters
Three events which are already being
and on achieving this by supporting it to
planned
include having a Greek speaker
help yourself and its members. This is
from the U .N. speak on 3rd world prob"-"-'\'"-"-''""·\\'j \.nJ.e \:,ec:.a.use o\ ou~ sma.\\ svze .
On a piece of paper (why not use this lems and solutions. co-sponsoring a symone?) please write one, two, or more ideas posium between Cypriot and Turkish Cypwhich you would like to see realized in riot speakers. and having a Career Night
the Hellenic Law Society and which you as a source of information about different
would be willing to actively participate fields in the legal profession.
I hope you are interested in the Hellenic
in. Our Constitution has been written to
allow for extensive initiative by HLS's Law Society. We are eagerly awaiting
members. For example. you can start your your participation. You will receive more
own committee and have "the title of definite information about our first meetChairman of that committee" (Vt.. 2): for ing in your mailbox in a few days. Thank
example, a committee on organizing a re- you for your time and I am looking forspite with Greek food or sponsoring a ward to seeing you.
guest speaker. This would not only facilitate a more serious approach to organizing
Sincerely.
events. but it would also make for good
resume material. You can return this information. along with anything you might
Phillip D. Spyropoulos. President
want to add. to either my mailbox or
HLS's mailbox in the Student Lounge.
opposite the SBA's office.

(MU~Dli
\' 11 GIVE'- YoU ~YlHING.UI

Sos\ ~ME
--

•

11(!!!

_JC

. -.:!'-.

Library cont. from front page
The library staff is aware of many of
the current problems in the new library.
According to Bill Mills. Associate Librarian, new service contracts are being
examined for the copier machines. The
old exam file in the reserve room will be
put either behind the reference desk or in
convenient binders. The freight elevator in

adequately to accomodate the future needs
of the New York Law School community.
Many students are equally hopeful. All in
all. the new library seems an excellent
investment in New York Law School's
future. We can only improve.
· (What of the old library? Gradually. the
old library facilities are being renovated.

the new library will be renovated for student use. Many books have recently returned from the bindery (where they were
bound). The pictures from the old library
should all be hung by the end of February.
Other problems will be addressed by the
library staff as they arise.
Student reaction has been typical. Students are pleased to study in a new. spacious environment and recognize the difficulties in running the library smoothly.
However. problems remain. Many volumes are still missing. Smokers feel they
need a quiet room to study and smoke.
Many first-year students complain that too
many students talk too loudly and too
often. One student commented that the
library "lacked character." A mid-year
student. while lounging uncomfortably on
a second floor couch. wished for the
"melting couches .. which were on the
seventh and eighth floor of the old library.
Joyce Saltalamachia feels confident that
the Mendik Library will be able to grow

The old Froessel room. which is currently
a quiet study lounge. will eventually become a student lounge similar to the one
in 47 Worth Street. The first 'floor of 55
Worth will be turned into an amphitheater.
be. will become the new Moot Court
Room. The second floor will consist of
faculty and student offices. To accornodate larger classes. the ninth floor of 57
Worth will be turned into an ampitheater.
The purchasing and personnel offices located in the basement of 47 Worth will
move to the basement of 57 Worth. This
may clear up enough space for a much
needed expansion of the cafeteria. After
this semester. the school will end its association with 66 Leonard Street when the
journals and clinics will be moved onto
the eighth floor of 57 Worth and the second floor of 55 Worth. respectively.)
As one student concluded. "I still may
not be able to find the particular volume
I need. but at least the place I can't find
it in is a lot more pleasant. ..
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Public Interest
Fellowships
The Charles Revson Foundation has announced the availability of Law Students
Public Interest (LSPIN) Fellowships for
law students interested in working in public interest positions. Stipends of $3,250
are available for first and second year law
students attending law school in New York
and New Jersey who have secured volunteer summer placements with public interest orgainzations in the New York metropolitan area.
The 1990 LSPIN Fellowship Program
is being administered by the Root-Tilden-

Snow Program at New York University
School of law. Up to 50 grants will be
made to students working full time for ten
weeks during the summer of 1990. Applications and more detailed guidelines have
been forwarded to both the Dean's office
and the Placement Office of your School.
LSPIN encourages all interested students
to apply.
Deadline for applications is Thursday,
March 15, 1990.
Awards will be announce by Monday,
April 9, 1990.
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.fl 5. Seventh Avenue, Salte 62
New York, New York 10001
(212) 59.\-3696 (201) 623-3363

'------------------------------1

Student of the Month

The Office of Student Affairs would like
to recognize Angelo Aponte as "Student
of the Month.. for the month of February.
Mr. Aponte. a third year evening student
at the Law School. has recently been
selected by Governor Mario Cuomo to be
the new Executive Director of the New
York State Division of Housing and Community Renewal.
Mr. Aponte has a long record of public
service in New York City. In the past. Mr.
Aponte served in high ranking positions
at the New York City Board of Education
and as an administrator at Hostos CommuAngelo Aponte
nity College in New York City. From 1984
to until just this month. Mr. Aponte held
the position of Commissioner of Consumer Affairs for New York City.
for community development, rent adminMr. Aponte's new position carries with istration and housing management. all
it an enormous amount of responsibility. areas of great concern in New York State.
~------------------------------TheNew~~S~reDivis~nofHous~g On behalf of the entire Law School comand Community Renewal is a governmen- munity, the Office of Student Affairs
tal department with a budget of $180 mil- would like to wish Mr. Aponte the best of
lion and 1.284employees. It is responsible luck in his new position.

Celebrate the End of the Cold War

J oin The Reporter.

The Washington College of Law
announces
THE SIXTH ANNUAL
SUMMER LAW PROGRAM
in the
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
CHINA
at Beijing University and
Hong Kong University,
with a study tour of Shanghai
June 8-July 20, 1990
This AB.A-approved program
offers two 3-credit courses:
. Survey of Chinese Law
and
Introduction to Chinese
International Trade Law
The program fee Is $2,990
For further information, please call
or write for a brochure:
Professor Peter Jaszi
Washington College of Law
The American University
4400 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 885-2638
· Fax: (202) 885-3601

Dear Fellow Students:
In approximately four (4) weeks there
will he an extensive in-class vote conducted in an attempt to ratify the proposed
Convtitutional amendments of the Student
Har Assoctuuon of New York Law School
Constitution. The Constitution has been
the subject of thorough debate and revision
during the past two (2) Student Bar Association (the "SBA") administrations. In
order to he ratified the amended Constitution must receive a majority affirmative
vote from at least half of the current student body. Copies of the proposed Consutution will be posted outside of the SBA
office. the student lounge. and wi 11 be on
reserve in the library. Additionally copres
will be available for your review in the
SBA office. Please take your time to review the material. If there are any quextions and/or comments. please feel free to
contact any SBA official.
Thank you.
Michael S. Isaacs
SBA Day Vice-President
SBA Election Commissioner

Midyear Senate Election Results
The following students have been
selected to represent the midyear class for
the 1990 spring semester.
Giordano. Chris
Kweit, Lori
Parks. David
The first SBA meeting is at 4:00 p.m.
on Friday January 26th. On Wednesday
January 24th you need to pick up materials
for the SBA budget meeting on Friday.
Congratulations!'

Career Corner
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SBA NEWS

SBA Calendar
of Events

January 19-Mid Year petitions due at 5 :00
p.m.
January 22-Mid Year elections in Legal
Method.
-Budget Committee meeting 5:00 p.rn.
(location to be determined.
January 25-Club Day 4-6 p.m in student
lounge.
New York Law School is home to over B.L.S.A. requevted that the SBA allocate -Parking Lottery at 6:00 p.m in student
twenty student organizations devoted to S570.00 to the purchase of the video series lounge.
the interests and causes of various factions "Eyes on the Prize.·· to be kept in the "January
26-SBA Budget Meeting 4:00
of our student body. Each semester the library for use by all members of ~YLS. p.m. January 26-in room --organizations work hard to provide events The request was recognized by the SBA February 1-Deadline for SOP responses.
which will benefit the students. faculty. as an innovative way to contribute to our February 5-SBA Meeting-l-S p. min room
administration. and hopefully the staff of school and the money was granted. The February 15-Tentative date for SBA ValenNYLS. The organizaitons submit prop- members of B.L.S.A. should be com- tine's Party to be held in the student lounge
osed budgets to the SBA to obtain the nee- mended for their thoughtfullness and we from 6-11 p.m.
essary funding to carry out the events. should all usethe idea as a model to really February 20-SBA Meeting 4-6 p.rn. in
During my first semester as an SBA Sen- put some creativity into the use of our room
ator, I have noticed that most of programs funds and to the replenishment of our March 5-Executive Board election petithe organizations plan are in the form of school.
tions are available in SBA Office. room
panel discussions and sessions with facAdditionally.
organization members C-101.
ulty speakers. Although many of these should keep in mind that events need not March 12-Executive Board election petisuch events are worthwhile. educationally
be limited to those that require SBA fund- tions are due in the "sBA Office no ater
and socially. it seems that the creative and ing. The outside community can benefit than 5:00 p. m.
financial resrouces of ~YLS are not being from events initiated by ~YLS. it can help March 14-SBA Meeting 4-6 p. m. in room
fully utilized. This semester the SBA has our reputation as a motivated. productive March 15-Tentative date for SBA St. Patallocated approximately S2.200.00 for re- law school community. As prospective rick's Day Party to be held in the student
freshments to be served at the different lawyers. we look forward to being leaders lounge from 6-11 p.m.
panel discussions being planned. This is outside our school and it is not too early March 20-SBA Executive Board Elections
your money being spent on cheese and to show that we have a committment to from 11 a. m. - 8 p. m. in student lounge. ·
crackers'
those who need our help.
March 21-SBA Executive Board Elections
We should all try to utilize the funds
So let's put our minds to it and get some from 11a.m.~8 p.m. in student lounge.
available to us in ways that can further great work done'.
April 2-~ew SBA Executive Board takes
-Brenna B. Mahoney over,
benefit not only ourselves but the resources and strengths of ~YLS itself.

\'t'\.\.c~\.c"N'O.an.\.\ \>'t\l~'tatws.

An Open Letter to
All New York Law School
Student Organizations

3. Nov\ck, 'Ede\s'je\n Lube\\ Reisman

I. Matthew Bender and Co. Inc.

Wasserman and Leventhal Bronx, New

On Campus-March I, 1990
Eligibility: 1st and S 2nd years
2. Hetchka and Bachmann-Clifton,
New Jersey
On Campus March, 2. 1990
eligihility-lst and second 2nd years
(day)
1st, 2nd, and 3rd years

On Campus April. 1990
cligihility-3rd years
other Programs:
Legal Aide Society Fellowship Program
Application Deadline: Feb. 15. 1990
Eligibility, 2nd years

York

Spring Semester
Panel Presentations
Public Interest Career Panel
Thursday, February 15
4:30 p.m. - Faculty Dining Room
The speakers will include representatives from:
The New York City Department of Health
Lamda Legal Defense and Education Fund
New York Lawyers for the Public Interest
and a NYLS alumnus working for a private law firm
engaged in public interest work.

A Valentine's Day Message
from B. Shaw:

Read the Reporter!
'Cause I know where
you live.

Dress for Success
Tuesday, March 6th
4:30 p.m. - Faculty Dining Room
Featured Speaker:
Mortimer Leavitt, owner of the Custom Shop
and author of the bestseller

The Executive Look-How to Get it, How to Keep it
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Write lfYou Get Work
A First Year Guide to
Summer Employment
As February rolls around. and the
ground hog's five o'clock shadow grows
menacingly long. we recognize that it is
that time of year when thoughts of summer employment begin to blossom in dorment and unsuspecting brains. Legal employment may be a possiblity. then again.
you could make more money waiting tables or driving a cab. This article will
examine the high points of several of the
last years First year job odysseys. we hope
this article removes any preposterous misconceptions that you might have had.
The names of those involved have been
withheld to prevent embarrassment. the
genders have been changed to give those
inv,olved a new outlook and to spice up
the article.
Take the case of Tammy B., a C plus
student. a hard worker, who waited tables
on weekends throughout the semester. She
was well liked, mild mannered. but lacked
serious summer employment opportunity.
A twist of fate. led her to read an errant.
crumpled-up, faded copy of a career placement newsletter on an obscure bulletin

board. The flyer heralded the Pro-Bono
Legal Symposium at NYU that day. By
happenstance. Tammy was carrying her
updated resume. and was dressed in a suit.
A quick hop on the subway landed her an
intership with the U.S. Department of Justice. Civil Rights Division. in Washington.
D.C.. becoming the only first year law
student in their program that year.
You need not carry your resume and
wear a suit all year long to take advantage
of Tammy's experience. The Pro-Bono.
Leg! Symposium is being held at NYU
"OON'f BE ~ VICTIM OF CRIME IF \DU CVi'f DO THE TIME!.
again this year. Check the Placement Of- Uther discovered a position where a scipenings to chance. be active in your job
fice for dates and times. Many of these ence background was actually a must. search.
positions offer righteous bucks as well as what are the odds 1 ! But what a lucky break
Our next story begins with a car and a
quality legal experience.
for him!' The clerkship brought Uther into dream. The car. a 1985 Mercury Grand
Then there is the story of Uther, a quiet. the forefront of the raging storm concernMarquis. Interceptor. the last of the Y-8 's.
studious type. occasionally breaking into ing the admissibility of DNA evidence.
The dream. purely American. to tear up
fits of rambunctiousness. who prior to law He weathered it. and he's back better than
the highways and get paid for it. This is
school delved in the black arts of ever.
the story of Gloria. no last initial. human
medicine. Uther wished to combine the
This should teach us all a lesson. if transportation specialist. But before we
nether world with the legal world and ac- you've had a previous life prior to coming
continue. we must stress that this job is
tually searched for a position where his to law school. the skills you've learned
not for those of weak constirution. Gloria
medical skills would be useful. Scanning
could be applicable in a legal environ- walked into a small dingy office. filled
the clerkship positions at the career office. ment. But don't leave such fortuitous hapwith ne'er do wells and other shady characters. slammed the circled want ad down
in the table in front of the guy who looked
I ike the boss. actually it was the boss's
wife. Regardless. Gloria got the job.
Gloria cleared $500 a week. yes after
lunches. gas and cigarettes. Gloria drove
for a limousine service. She was contacted
by beeper. told where the pickup and dropoff were. and to haul ass down there.
Gloria developed a predisposition for
cancer and hemmhoroids and a sizeable
knowledge of the highways and byways
of the Tri-State area.
For those of you who cannot afford the
reduction in pay that a first year legal job
offers, we hope that Gloria's experience.
as well as the one to follow. are enlightening.
Cecilia, a celebrated writer for the student newspaper, had locked-up a fall
clerkship for the next semester, therefore,
she devoted her summer to money making
ventures. Blessed with neither beauty not
brains , Cecilia ventured into the prepared
food delivery market with much trepidation. Working weekends to develop the
proper poise and form, Cecilia soon was
able to obtain full time employment at the
celebrated but now bankrupt Lackawanna
Grille, in Hoboken. A delightful little bistro, this slice of heaven across from the
Path station in Hoboken, allowed Cecilie
to earn about $250 a week.
Last, but surely not least, we end this
little epic with the story of an individual
who neither worked nor clerked. This is
the, story of A. Gondu, who was blessed
with a generous endowment from the Lulli
Foundation for Post Adolescent Self Indulgence. By paying a nominal fee. and
promising the rest upon satisfaction. to a
certain mid-western law school, he secured accomodations in quaint and charming Oxford University. Englansd. There
he studied comparative and international
wine, women and song. He also got four
credits, enabling him to take a reduced
courseload in legal fantasy this semester.
The Lulli Foundation may or may not
aid future applicants to overseas law programs, it is completely discretionary and
contingent upon accident of birth. But alternative sources of funding may be within
your reach, and this program may be an
option you have not considered.
A final note, legal employment over the
first year summer is one of the best ways
to gain the experience required by most
employers who engage in on campus recruiting during the fall; and good grades
are the best way to ensure both a "good"
summer- job and a chance at on campus
recruiting during the fall.
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NY LAW REPRESENTATIVES

Marilena Capobianco-D

Susan McHale-D

Stacey Cohen-D

Shari Switko-D

Jeffrey Kahan-D

David Levin-D

Michael McAllister-E
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The Genesis of
an Organization
by Michael Arce
Jose Luis Ortiz
Of 120.694 students in I 74 ABA ap- 0.5% were Latinos.
proved law schools in 1988-89. 4.342
Increasing the percentage of Latino par(3.6%) were Latinos." Presently at New ticipation in the legal profession is not the
York Law School the percentage of only solution to this problem. Latinos who
Latinos is 4.5%. in this group there are are in the legal profession continue to fight
28 males and 32 females. for a total of 60 a daily battle against the prejudices and
students. This total is less than the number stereotypes. Examples of these prejudices
of students encountered in the average first and stereotypes are: I) a Latino attorney
year law course.
enters the courtroom and the judge addresEven though the rate of Latinos in law ses him as the defendant. 2) many Northschool has tripled over the past 17 years Americans continue to treat Puerto Ricanfrom (from 526 to I .643) the pace of that Americans as foreigners even though they
growth has decreased in recent years. were granted U.S. citizenship in 1917. 3)
While there has been an increase of the Latinos who speak English (which in
L~nminlawKhool~~ilie~Mni~
rome~~sist~ir~co~l~~~e)wiili~-~~~~~=~----------------------~
years totaling 40<'.k. this number does not an accent are criticized. 4) that all Latinos
compare to the rate of increase during the come from disadvantaged backgrounds
period of I 971 to 1981. of over 200£/c. If and are accepted into law school solely
one looks at the increase in the participa- on the basis of an affirmative action protion of Latinos in law school over the past gram. and 5) that all Latinos are people
three years the numbers are even more of color (this comment is encountered by
anemic. The number of Puerto Rican- the white Latinos who are told "but you
Americans increased by 2%. for Mexican- don 't look Hispanic.. ).
Americans the increase was I 39c. and for
These figures and examples demonother Latinos the increase was also 13%. strate that even though there may have
By Barry H. Block
sat next to me commented "I learned more
While the· percentage of Latinos in law been little progress in the legal field.
My memory of the first day of law from this one tape than an entire semester
school has increased from I . 5% in 1971 Latinos who seek to enter the legal profes- school? Signs. They were posted of lectures ." While that was an exaggerato 3.8<'.k in 1989, there has been virtually sion continue to face many obstacles and everywhere. Signs for bar review courses. tion. I began to feel that maybe there was
no change in that number over the past barriers. The Latino Law Student's Soci- BARJBRI. Pieper. PMBR. etc. So I asked something mere to bar review courses than
four years.
ety ( .. LLSS"")of New York Law School. a student in the SBA office ..What's the preparation for the "big one."
According to Federal statistics for 1987, was created with the purpose of addressing story?". The reply. "you need to take a A few weeks later I was stopped by a
of the 672,000 attorneys In 'the nation - these. as well as other important issues bar review course to pass the bar". "Wait third-year student. who had set up a
about 12,000, or I. 7<'.k, were Latinos. The which affect the Latino community and a minute", I naively probed. ··I thought "sales" table in the student lounge. I was
same year The National Law Journal con- the Latino Law Students in particular.
thats why I enrolled in law school." The shown a "first year" review book (similar
ducted a survey which showed that in the
LLSS, has the obligation to promote student attempted to explain "Well, here to Gilbert's) and told that for a nominal
nation's 250 largest law firms. less than the progress of the Latino Law Students
they attempt to teach you to think like a $50. she could guarantee 1987 prices until
I Ck of the attorneys were Latinos. and less and to facilitate the transition into the law lawyer. That unfortunately. is not enough 1991. This sounded enticing, but I wasn't
than half of these were partners. In a law school environment. For example we have to pass a test which is essentially two days convinced yet. Then the "hook" came.
firm comprising of 200 attorneys, one offered our services to New York Law in Hell. The New York examiners. for Prices were going up next week. So. I
might find two Latino lawyers, and maybe School in order to increase Latino enroll- example. can test you in 27 different areas paid the fifty bucks and grabbed the book.
one Latino partner in a group of two or ment, additionally we hold a Latino Law of the law. Even if you took courses in
If this all sounds like a subliminal adverthree of such firms. The composition of Day at which we invite perspective law all those areas. you'd still be in trouble. tisement-well you were warned by the
Latinos in the legal profession parallels students to the school in order to provide Take torts for example. You might know title (caveat emptor). Yes. it's all true.
that in the socio-economic structure. them with a first hand experience of law all the rules when you take your final Last year former SBA President Augie
LATINOS ARE AT THE BOTTOM OF school. This years Latino Law Day will exam, but how much will you remember Ribiero (then head Bar/Bri rep) recruited
BOTH. There is a disproportionate be held on February 17, 1990, and our a few years later?".
me fo head the evening division rep staff.
number of Latinos in the lower stratum, guest-speakers will be New York State
It seemed to make sense to me, but I Most bar review courses employ the same
as well as a gross underrepresentation in Supreme Court Justice Carmen Ciparick, figured "what's the rush?", I'll sign up at strategy. They can't be on campus full
positions of influence.
and New York City Civil Court Judge Luis the last minute. That thought lasted a few time, so they set up a student network to
The state of Latinos in the judiciary does Gonzalez.
weeks. By then, ·1 realized "forget about represent them. Students who put in a
not fair any better. Figures provided by
Most importantly, The Latino Law Stu- the bar, I need to pass my first year courses good faith effort to sign students up are
the U.S. Justice Department for the year dent Society wants to educate the NYLS right now". I noticed that one of the bar rewarded themselves with a free or disending 1989 indicate that out of 1,476 community, in order to better understand courses offered free first year review counted review course plus additional fiFederal judges only 41 were Latinos Latinos, and to establish a viable presence tapes. The price was right and considering nancial incentives.
(2.8%). Looking at the State and local at NYLS, so to achieve true equality not that I was a little confused with the
If you're expecting some juicy confeslevel, out of 27 ,576 judges, 553 were just in the classroom but outside of the case/aw, I decided that a second opinion sions forget it. Although there is a fierce
Latinos (2%).
classroom as well.
was in order.
competition among competing bar
In the field of academia, there is also *STATISTICS PROVIDED BY GABBar/Bri' s videotapes are four-hour con- courses, it's a healthy rivalry. My only
a gross underrepresenation of Latinos. In RIEL GARNICA, J.D., NYU, 1989 densations of an entire course. The tapes advice. Whichever course you choose,
1988, law school faculties had a 6% MEMBER OF THE PUERTO RICAN lack the Socratic method, but are highly sign up early. Every year prices go up and
minority composition, of that 6% only BAR ASSOCIATION.
organized and efficient. The student who for a nominal $50 ..

Somewhere in the City roams The Reporter
News van.
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Attention First-Years
The fact pattern below will be the basis for this year's
Write-On Competition. Your papers will be scored on
the basis of your knowledge of the law and writing
ability. Outside sources may be useful but not necessary.
This is to be an individual effort. Collaboration is cause
for immediate disqualification. Submission deadline is
March 15, 1990. Winner to be announced in April.
The authors of the top-ten papers will be invited to
write for this prestigious publication.

n
t 1 S Seventh Avenue, Salte 62
New York, New York 10001
(212) 59+3696 (201) 623-3363

The New York Law School Reporter Annual Write-On Competition
Fact Pattern:

Naya, a trader on the Chicago Futures
Exchange. leased an apartment from A.
Slumlord, a wealthy real estate developer
in the Chicago market. The lease was to
run from January I, 1989 to January I.
1990. In August of 1989, Naya, was indicted for conspiracy to evade taxes.
Being a shrewd businesswoman, Naya decided to sublet her apartment prior !o skipping town. She assigned the lease to her
best friend and twin sister Maya. Maya
an aspriring accordionist who delighted in
playing her instrument through all hours
of the night, readily accepted the assignment and moved in immediately.
Naya, fleeing across several state lines.
decided she would settle somewhere in
the midwest, where her identity would remain secret. She purchased a ranch and
went into the dairy business. Her first
transaction was the purchase of an old
guernsey cow at a bargain price. whose
owner said could never bear anymore
calves. Naya. who had always been good
with animals. realized the guernsey was
with child when she got kicked in the head

attempting to milk her. When the prior dian tourists. The bus, owned by Naya. Miffed. Naya refused to speak for
owner inquired as to how she got the large Greyhound, a Delaware Corporation with the remaining 28 minutes of the trip.
purple bruise on her temple, Naya relayed it's headquarters in Nevada, was totaled.
Arriving in Chicago. Naya quickly paid
the essential facts. This experienced dairy Each of the tourists complained of whip- "John ." lest he become nervous. Naya
farmer quickly realized his blunder in sel- lash, herniated discs. multiple contusions made her way to the federal detention
ling the guernsey at such a low price, and and an inoperable bus toilet. When the center to visit Maya. Maya. Naya. the
he demanded the difference. Naya told police arrived at the scene. they issued guards could not decide who was who.
him to speak to her attorney. who had his a summons to Naya for reckless driving and so they released them both and dehands full in Chicago.
and a summons for displaying a pro-choice strayed the accordion. Maya and Naya emMeanwhile, Maya, who was mistaken bumper sticker on her car. which they felt braced outside the detention center and
for Naya, by the treasury agents. was being was obviously the distraction
which were cited for public lewdness. Maya and
held without bail. and needless to say neg- caused the accident. Naya's insurance pol- Naya quickly proceded to their former
lected the rental payment on her sublease. icy was a basic two bit 10120. and her apartment building. where they were mugAs the wistful tune of Jail House Rock insurance company immediately investi- ged and raped in the dimly lit lobby by
emanated from her accordion deep within gated the possible courses of action open the security guard. The security guard had
cell block B of the federal detention center. to them to avoid multiple claims. Naya been undergoing psychiatric treatment
A. Slumlord moved to evice Maya/Naya immediately investigated alternative trans- under Dr. Froyd. and had previously rein summary proceedings.
portation to Chicago. She contracted with vealed to Dr. Froyd his intention to mug
Meanwhile. back at the ranch. Naya re- "John" a Dominos Pizza driver. who ag- and rape two twins in the building where
ceived word of her priceless Steinway reed to get her to Chicago in 30 minutes he worked. Maya and Naya were just one
piano and her Louis XIV highback chairs or it's free. "John." who developed a rnul- of the many sets of twins in that building.
thrown into the gutter by A. Slumlord. tiple personality disorder while in VietYou are an associate attorney at the firm
who could not wait for the summary pro- nam. and whose periodic flashbacks made which represents everyone's interest in this
ceedings to reach their summary conclu- for interestinz conversaion, was an affable case. and Senor Partner. a junior partner
sions. Naya decided to risk driving back sort. Along the way. "John" stopped at a just. back from a tour of the Chinese Wall.
to Chicago to salvage what she could and Bob's Big Boy. pulled out a machine gun asks you to write a n:emora~dum
law
maybe even pay a visit to her unlawfully and killed fourteen patrons. Walking back outlining all the possible claims. crimes.
detained sister. En route to the windy city. to the car with a taco salad and a Dr. legal issues and defenses arising from the
Naya's car struck a bus carrying 3.+ Cana- Pepper. he realized he brought nothing for above set of facts.
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The Welfare State and Self- Determination
Noame De Plum
dialect, and their names. Granted, white are values conducive to success; and these of his policy. Let us not forget that the
This is the third of a four part series minorities have an easier time assimilating values either emanate from a group's cul- founder of the Great Society program was
in his private life a typical Southern racist.
dealing with the issue of equality. The last into the Anglo-Saxon mainstream than ture or they do not. The simple fact is that
But most liberals are simply misguided
two articles attempted to define the term Blacks, Hispanics, or other non-white Blacks
and other currently
under"feel
goods" who get a sense of moral
equality. It was concluded in these articles minorities. But all minorities have had a privileged minorities lack this necessary
satisfaction through an exaggerated conthat the modern notion of equality has per- tough time at one time or another; and ethic.
cern and compassion
for the under-,
versed the Founding Father's idea of non-black minorities have rarely been afThe lack of a sense of self-determinaprivileged.
thus making the underequality, which neither assumed natural forded political safeguards. Besides. the tion and motivation in the Black cornrnuprivileged the objects of their pity and their
equality between races. genders, or any success of the white minorities cannot be nity is due to the fact that this has been
groups, nor did conceive of a duty on gov- attributable to their ability to assimilate, stripped away from them. They originally big-hearted charity.
The solution for Blacks and other underernment to abolish conventional
in- because most members of these minorities lost their dignity when they were forcibly
privileged groups is not an easy one. A
equalities. The Founding Fathers had a have made little attempt to assimilate. transplanted to this country as slaves.
unilateral withdrawal of all government
strong notion of limited government which They maintained their cultural identity: Since acquiring their freedom. however.
supports to the Black community would
is perhaps the most important principle of their religion, their mores, their dress, the liberal has managed to completely
not only be barbaric. but might even prothe republic they created. Modern liberals their unique sounding names. They main- emasculate the Black and to perpetuate his
voke rebellion. Part of the solution. howon the other hand have unwittingly made tained a separate existence in communities lack of self worth. Black person ·5 "progever. would involve Blacks coming to cergovernment more intrusive and oppressive isolated from the mainstream whites. in ress" in the last century has been charactain understandings. most important of
in an attempt to fulfill what is perhaps a places like Little Italy, Bensonhurst, Will- terized by an exclusive reliance on the
which is that liberals are not their allies
social view of perfect social and economic iamsburg.
Astoria, Chinatown.
These government of the benevolent white liband do not represent their interests. No
equality. Most liberals place great faith in communities
flourished and prospered era!. Any rights or privileges which Blacks
one can understand the predicament of a
the democratic process. But they fail to while Black and Hispanic communities have acquired have been mostly through
Black person better than a Black person:
realize that the equality they seek to degenerated.
their reliance on liberal benefactors in the
consequently. no one can represent Black
achieve involves a serious disruption of
What
distinguishes
the successful government. In effect. the Blacks have
interests better than a Black. Greater politthe status quo. They may not realize that minorities from the unsuccessful ones is formed an almost exclusive dependence
ical representation by Blacks is indeed
any progress made on behalf of the under- something very simple: a strong sense of on the government and thus become wards
being effectuated. but that does not constiprivileged in our country's history has re- self-determination.
This is reflected in of the state. They are addicted to welfare.
tute a total solution, especially when the
suited in great intrusions by the federal their work ethic, and their sense of dignity affirmative action. and other opiates deBlacks in power are liberal hacks implegovernment:
intrusions
on
state and pride. manifested by their refusal to signed by the liberals. These measures efmenting a liberal policy, in which case all
sovereignty, on employer-employee
re- accept any aids or hand-outs from public fectively create a disincentive to develop
they do is help to cut their own throats.
lationships, on the will of communities, and private sectors alike. Although the so- that spirit of self-determination which enBlacks would do much better to follow
even on the will of individuals.
cial structure tends to promote members ables other minorities to attain progress.
the example of other once underprivileged
In the last article it was established that of the privileged classes wtih little regard Moreover. as beneficiaries of government
minorities, which became absorbed into
social heirarchies along racial lines are to merit, the social structure is not com- charity they becom stigmatized, and probthe social mainstream after they earned its
formed because the social elite mets out pletely unsurmountable. Hard working. ably develop a sense of inferiority about
respect by becomming productive memits opportunities to its family members and talented people tend to be rewarded in our themselves. Blacks must inevitably quesbers of the commonwealth. Blacks do not
other intimates, most of which tend to be society, and they tend to succeed even tion their self worth when they realize that
need more rights and more privileges: they
of a homogenous racial lot. Breaking inti- without the opportunities made available their livelihood and achievement is so deneed their dignity. As for liberals. if they
mate conventions like these obviously re- to the elite. But the key is hard-work and pendent on the white government's
truly wish to help, they should stop offerquires government intervention of a to- talent, the latter derived to a large extent charity.
·
ing charity and compassion; instead they
talitarian anture. Liberals fail to realize from the former. Hard work, and the faith
I do not doubt that many a liberal is so
what it truly takes to fulfill the ideals they that all things are attainable through it. diabolical as to actually will these effects should offer respect.
preach, but most of them, either through
stupidity or hypocricy continue to push
forth their ineffective, if not counterproductive,
measures
while surrounding
themselves in a cloak of morality and compassion. This article will attempt to expose
the failure of liberal measures to aid under, privileged racial minorities, particularly
Blacks. (The next article will deal with
the problem of gender classification which
is of a much different nature, and therefore
should be approached from a different per··--_:_:~-+
spective).
' l~
Many once underprivileged minorities
J
1-I j
have come a long way and consequently
occupy a high place in today's social
hierarchy. Among many examples are
Jews, Italians, Greeks, and Irish. (Asians
constitute today's budding group). What
do these groups have which todays underprivileged minorities lack?
The claim that easily perceived racial
characteristics create a larger degree of
hinderance is not viable. Today there are
many progressive minorities with easily
distinguishable racial characteristics: Hindus,
Arabs,
Orientals.
Most Jews,
Mediterraneans.
and Slavs have racial
characteristics easily distinguishable from
Crclt'lber::J

Oa1 ktt a..J

Anglo-Saxons.
Moreover, these groups
are easily identifiable through their dress,

L-------------------------------r-=----------------'

- Campus South Africa Divestment Movement
Wanes, _Study Shows

(CPS)--The number of campuses that
have sold off shares in firms that do business in segregaitonist South Africa has
dropped considerably since mid-1986, the
Investor Responsibility Research Center
(IRRC) reports.
At the height of student protest of South
African apartheid in 1985, 32 schools
either revised old investment policies or
adopted new ones to divest themselves of
shares in companies that had an economic
interest in South Africa, the Washington,
D.C.-based IRRC said.
Since then, the number of schools
adopting new investment policies dropped from 29 in 1986 to four in 1989.

Several factors contributed to the drop
in divestment activity, including the South
African government's decision in midI986 to crack down on the flow of information.
"Network news programs were no
longer inundated with the graphic pictures
of white policemen beating black protestors with rubber whips and truncheons that
had served so well to focus the U.S. public's attention on the problem of apartheid," the report noted.
A new federal law banning new U.S.
investment in South Africa and the continuing exodus of U.S. firms from the segregationist country also dampened college

divestment activities,
Student activists, then, seem to be the
victims fo their own success, the report
said. They have "found it hard to convince
their fellow students of the need to continue exerting pressure on their boards of
trustees to adopt divestment measures."
But Richard Knight of the Africa Fund,
a New York-based anti-apartheid group,
says college activists still are pressing for
divestment, and, where that has been accomplished, are pushing their schools to
drop companies like IBM, Coca-Cola and
General Motors that still distribute their
products in the country.

j1.1ice.

?~

Divestment Activity
Down from 1986
(CPS )--Fewer colleges and universities
have adopted new policies to sell their
investments in segregationist South Africa
since 1986, the peak of anti-apartheid .activism on U.S. campuses:
Year
- Colleges That Adopted
New Investment Policies
32
1985
29
1986
14
1987
8
1988
4
1989
Source: Investor Responsiblity Research Center
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Facing Facts
"I went down to the riverbank."
An attorney is sitting at a typewriter.
Slowly. these prophetic words are written,
beginning a short letter. The rest of the
letter is immaterial. These few words are
all that are needed to sum up the effects
of a recent case. a case that didn't make
precedential
history, didn't result in
bonuses or financial rewards -and did little
for anyone's career. But nevertheless an
important case, the outcome of which
would have drastic effects on every individual involved. Especially this attorney
and her immediate family.
This attorney is a woman, the divorced
mother of a 13-year-old son, somewhere
in her late 30's or early 40's. She is representing her father, a Hungarian-born immigrant, against charges he participated
in Nazi war crimes against the Jewish
people. Whew!
Well, actually her father was charged
by the United States Department of Justice, Special Investigation Committee-in
cooperation with the Hungarian government's attempt to prosecute war criminals-with having lied on his immigration
application. A conviction of which would
result in the revocation of his citizenship
and his subsequent extradition back to
Hungary where he would face criminal
charges.
As law school students. I guess we
might be able to empathize with her. with
the pressures of having a family member
in some sort of legal trouble and having
them ask us to represent them. Well.
maybe we can anticipate
a similar
scenario. A brother gets a parking ticket
and wants to know if he should pay it.
Your mother's friend is thinking about divorce. what shou\d she do? Or a neighbor's buying a home, would you look over
the contract for her'? I shudder at the
thought of even these seemingly minor
requests. Represent a member of the family? I'd just as soon repeat my first year
at law school!
But how often will we actually face up
to a situation as serious as this one. How
often will we 'go to the riverbank' and
look down into the water hoping to find
some truth. some inner wisdom. some guidance in the reflection staring back at us'?
Defending someone accused of being a
war criminal. The thought of it may repulse some of us. "Defend the son of a
bitch? No Way!" But don't we learn that
all clients are entitled to representation'?
No matter how heinous the crime charged?
"He ain't no fucking case. He's Pops!"
the brother shouted at her. trying to persuade her to take the case. "You're gonna'
get him outra' this ain't cha' sis'? Well
ain'tch?" Would you be losing sleep yet'?
Imagine the conflict. Not only are you
trying to represent a member of your family. but your defending him on charges
that he committed war crimes. Would you
start to wonder whether he was guilty'?
Why would they accuse him in the first
place? Haven't some of our relatives got
some portion of their lives they may not
have revealed to us? It's got to make you
wonder. "Hrnrnm. What if he's ... '?
Naaah. Not Pops." Would you want to be
burdened with this baby'? Send me back
to my legal-internship
writing bench
memos, for God's sake.
I have no idea how I'd hold up under
this kind of situation. but the voyeur in
me enjoyed watching someone else try.
Jessica Lange is the attorney I've been
referring to and her case was tried in the
celluloid jurisdiction of the Costa-Gavras
production of "The Music Box."
A "flick-buddy" and I took off last
Tuesday evening to enjoy the escapism of
the theatre. We two deviant law students

strolled uptown to the 8th Street Triplex,
8th Street and University Place. With tickets costing $7 a person and two small popcorns (one with butter flavored grease) and
a small soda costing another $5. 25, I was
lucky to stay within my generous Reporter
budget of $20. But the screen! This is a
movie theatre screen? A wide-screen television would provide the same effect. I
would have felt a bit cheated, had I paid
myself.
True to her well-deserved reputation,
Ms. Lange is a powerful actress. She puts
me at ease with the seemingly natural control of her character. Like sponge, ·she
softly and naturally absorbs her character's emotions and personality. I lose sight
of the actress herself, of her familiar shape
and good looks. and see another person
entirely. She's certainly come a long way
since her debut as a blonde hors d'oeuvre
in the palm of King Kong's hand.
"The Music Box" is not about immigration law (thank God'). it's not about a
female attorney. and it's not about the horrific tragedy so often generically referred
to as the Holocaust.
It is about the
strength. determination and wonderful
process of introspection of an individual
faced with one of Life's often-referred-to
"test of one's self." How does one deal
with the accusation of a serious charge
against a loved one? Not to mention the
pressures of trying to represent them. And
worse. how the Hell do you deal with the
possibility. however slim. that they are
guilty')
My enjoyment of the movie was twofold. It was a refreshing dip into the warrn
waters of the real troubles we may face
as \awyers. Yes. l said refreshing. all of
this job/salary/grade-phobia crap we suffer as law school drones can make me
sick. and its good to be reminded of just
how lucky we are to have these petty problems and fears.
The movie's courtroom setting gave me
an occasional legal ·goose· as I recognized
things like the Best Evidence Rule and
witness bias. but on the whole. there· s
little real legalese to distract you.
This is Ms. Lange's movie (Yet. I
applaud the talented performance of her
supproting cast who plays her son. her
father. and the prosecuting U.S. Attorney.) We watch as she wrestles with the
facts given her. she has to get some sort
of truth from her father. who continually
paints a rosy picture of his clerk position
with Gendarme officials. There is an over
zealous U.S. Attorney who seems to be
trying to make an example of this case:
And there is emotional testimony by witness after witness who recount their tales
of horror and point a hatefully accusing
finger at her father each time. Shadowing
all this is her growing doubt of her father's
innocence.
Credit goes to my 'flick-buddy' who
noticed the movie's depictions of the following realities: the central character is a
sucessful, divorced female-with custody
of her son. (although her ex-husband has
the money and status of a young prince):
their were two black attorneys working at
her firm: and her old-world father had a
female doctor. Refreshingly. the production avoided the stereotypes we've been
accustomed to from such movies as Beverly Hills Cop II. Such attention to detail
may have been the result of one of the
underlying themes of anti-sernitism.
However. the film was not about antisemitism as much as it was about the ability to correctly judge people's nature. The
audience was encouraged to view the
characters as if through the eyes of the
presiding judge. who. although he was

Albert J. Wollermann,

Jewish, remained fair and impartial. However, this appeal for neutrality was
threatened. The audience shared Ms.
Lang's turmoil over whether she really
knew her father as she thought she did.
and we wonder whether she doesn't know
any more about her father than we do.
Ignoring warnings not to take the case.
admitting flatly. "I don't know anything
about naturalization.
rm a criminal
lawyer." she does accept it. Well. O.K ..
I'll suspend disbelief for an hour-and-ahalf. But isn't there something in the Code
of Ethics against representing a client
when it's not your specialty? Someone get
me a code hook. quick!
The trial itself was not as dramatic as
one would expect. It was more a vehicle
for the characters to get their points across.
I wasn't too concerned with that. so I just
let it go.
Her entire defense rests on the simple
premise that the government has the wrong
guy. Later she tries to argue that this is
all a conspiracy against her father by the
Hungarian government. Again. I· wasn't
too concerned with the legal ballet. I was
out to suffer vicariously through her attempts to reconcile her problems and remain true to her own personal convictions.
What I definitely did not like was that.
the two attorneys met at least twice. at
night. in a bar to discuss the case. Oh
come on! Ethical considerations aside.
why would two exhausted and overburdened attorneys get together after hours
to banter about their winning case? No.
there wasn't any sexual pursuit going on.
"Yeah. that was weird." my "flick-buddy'

Raving Reviewer

said in agreement.
Another weird moment was when Ms.
Lange's character, sitting in the hallway
in her home, opens her nightgown to expose her legs just up to her upper thigh.
and observe herself in the mirror. Sure.
she's just looking at herself, we all may
do it. But what the hell was the director
trying to say'? She· s worried about her
looks') Her body'? Whether she'll marry
again? If she could still enjoy her own
company'? What? It was confusing. but
only if you caught it.
O.K .. so yes. I give it the old "thumbs
up ." I enjoyed it as both an individual and
as a law student empathizing with her predicament. The film 's dramatic conclusion
is a real face slapper. You either accept
it and appreciate the dramatic ism or you
just don't buy it and doubt this woman
would behave this way. I didn't really believe the idealism of this character· s last
stance. given what we were shown of her
character's personality. But my 'flickbuddy' found no problem with it at all and
nearly applauded.
Get out to the "Music Box" and enjoy
someone elses problems for a change and
be thankful they're not yours ... not yet
anyway.

****
I'd like to know your opinions too. so
write some little simple postcard expressing your agreement or disagreement with
our little film review. Drop it off at the
Reporter office. or tack it on the wall
somewhere in the student lounge. we'll
get it. Thanks.
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Be a Lover
Not A Lawyer
Join
Karla.
You are an inspiration and the best boss
I've ever had.
Love. Stefan

M&B.
The cousin thing has gone too far.
Donna.
Just because he's got a job doesn't mean
you have to move.

The Reporter
Happy
Valentine's
Day

Mr. Mendik.
Thanks for the library .

Super Mario.
Are student/professor
taboo?

romantic

I iaisons

Myrna.
1 promise not to get drunk at the wedding.
Companero

Rudy P ..
My love needs no condition precedent
Corbin

E. Don.
Let" s unravel our genes together
Dean Simon

DNA

How about that swimming pool ...
The Reporter

Jimmy "Dean" Simon.

Prof. Perlin,
You 're starting to look like a twinkie.

Mike I..
We"ve shared parking spaces for three
semesters. I guess we're just "lucky"

God's Mountain,
Regardless. I still like you! Will you be
my valentine? Respond!'
~ ·
The Peaceful One!
Dilip,
I am the big tree. bring your small axe
my way.
Jellybean,
I think about you. You're still beautiful.
(know what I mean")
Hey Chilly Willy,
Ycu 're OK for being anti-social. And yes.
I do knew every thing. I'm Just soooo
intehigent-c-ir's outta hand.
Matt. Anthony & Tony.
You guys are the coolest.

Chris D.G..
Sumana.
You know when to hold 'em, when to
You're hugs keep the warmth of life's
fold 'em and when to wa\k away ....
foe burning within me.
Brian.
and oooh how you walk away!
The Pizza Man When you remember what you said we'll
In need.
talk!
Your "Buddy"
Helena Prigal.
Evan.
Let's bring new meaning to the words Miss you. AllofRutgersmissesa//ofyou.
Piglet:
"student affairs."
"Karen Friend" If I wanted to hold you would you want
Just waiting
me to and could we still be friends C.T.
Monica Cohen.
Respite's would not be the same without
you. You're the cheese on my cracker!
The Reporter

Nadia,
Your kisses need no tutoring
Dear Shulamit,
Happy Valentines Day.
Love,
Corporations Class

Jeff Dickye,
I need to meet you
to talk with you
to slap your silly face
Let's "make the grade" together!
"Failing w/o You'

To the Florists of America.
Nice Scam!

Gia.
C.H.
Why did you dislike me so much. I like Dump St. B and come live with me!
you. Happy Valentines Day.
Available in N.Y.C.
Koosh
PL 18
Be my dirty valentines.
My Huni Buni,
Je Z'aime tou jours tu cheri. M.
Dear Tallest Man In the World.
Happy Valentines Day.
Dan M:
Love,
Since seeing your thighs
The Banking Queen
while seated on the throne
I've longed for your eyes
To Rich Weiner
and to speak to you on the phone.
The Voyeur For all you do Sammy ain't got nothin '
on you.
The Babes
Ben,
I'll be your valentine only if you take Priscilla,
me to the Reunion.
Treat me like a fool!
Fi Fi
Elvis

Nadine,
Your lectures did enthrall us
In fear we sat lest you call us
Though con law did appall us
Professor,
To Debbie (Section B)
Got any gossip for me? I'm willing to Your "accessories" floored us'
The
"boys"
in
section
C
Why do you avoid me? stop making me
negotiate! Tell me when! Looking forward
Now men-thanks crazy. Talk to me.
to it!
William (1st row)
NWB
To CW,
I'rr not an economist, but would you
be my valentine anyway?
B,
Sue Davis,
·
Lets
time-warp the 9th floor before it's
It's so wierd so far going through a
too
late
semester without hearing a professor say Todd
Bear
"Yes Miss Davis" or ~imply "Davis ComI am still burning from your kisses .
ment" that means I miss you! Happy ValAnne
~~~
' Dan the man,
We love you. Happy birthday. We'll
Susan
never forget our romps in your van, or
Rhonda Feder,
Duckie,
holding your hand. Or your falling out of
Happy Valentine's Day to my favorite
Hey Prez! If Greg weren't around would class with your chair!
"counselor." I love you!
you be my valentine?
The "girls" in C-section
Skynn XXX
Treas!
(now women=-thanksl)

Lisa S.
Your kisses were sweeter than the
Beaujolais Noveau, the mood was genuine
whathappened? You're still beautiful.
Another Law School Fool

Cindy Lynn,
Next time you're eating, I want to eat with
you.
Hungry
Discuss Law Never Time Talk Just Wish
Know Each Paths Uncross Drinks? Saturday?
"Calvin"
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to
Nelson Mandela
is free
But it ain't ...
over yet ...
Sergio.
You're the best!

Dear R.LT. and J.T.S ..
Keep the separation.
Gina

Chris Marsala,
Hey Cutie! We Love You!

Rainy Train Stations. Let it rain on me.

Nadine.
Let's do lunch.

Regards.
Justice William Brennan Winnie.
Still crazy after all these years.

Oprah

J.D ..
-Nelson
Brown cascading hair blowing in the
Al.
Love. wind? Wise up it's mutual.
Michelle
Eternally. 1"11 never forget our night of sock sharing.
Jodie
RL Viva Las Vegas
Pauline
Love
Rosa
Your nuclear reactor
Susan J.W ..
Susan
I have the major hots for you. Get in
My dearest H.
Jill touch soon
Jamie
Love. Without you time seems as endless as con
Marsha ...
The little red-hair boy law. With you. it passes like the blowing
wind.

Rosa.
Eggs.
You're the greatest clerk partner. I love Thanks for everything! Have a happy ValYou' Happy Valentines Day.
entine 's Day!
Guess Who.
M.C.

Marci Revy ,
You weally. weally made my heart pitterpatter when you spoke in con law wuv?

Kelly Gold:
Jack Val.
Where have you been. Iwant to hang out.
You Italian wonder stud. I've been
The King
watching you from afar. Please leave a
yellow ribbon on your mail box.
Kerri:
Your Secret Admirer Where are those brownies you promised.
If they are yours they're great.
Big Guy
Chuckie Goldstein.
Hey we hear you're the NYLS star Bas- MMC. Every second without you is
ket Ball player. We love you!
agony! Wish you were here
See message to
C-101 Lonely hearts
Chris Marsala
Pradeep,
O~ the duck m Denmark. better than
Gumbo.

Mario: Even though you blew me off and
didn 't sign up the land transactions. I·still
. want to have your baby.
xox H.A.P.

Alex.
. can . t para IIe I parkc. I hate your Wh
Dave Wind.
You
h h
·>
mustache. and you never go out. But I·
ere t e e 11 are you·
love painters with a great sense of humor.
Be Mine SWM seeks same

•••

Ms. Virginia.
Can you adopt someone who is older than
you?
Melanie Chang.
You're lookin' ripe like a mango momma.
let I mon take a bite.

Francis.
Your hair is ilke silk. let I mon take a bite.
To Philip the macedon.
You are my oracle. meet me at Delphi
1

Albert: Love me tender in your blue suede
shoes even though you ain 't nothin · but a
hound-dog headed for jailhouse rock.
-your fans

Brad.
Don't mean a thing once you get to Canal
St.
Susan M.
We're just a bunch of good-hearted but
misguided boneheads
Elizabeth.
How can people be in a city so large. be
so lonely?

Dimetrios: I've loved you from afar.
I hope you pass the bar.
so you'll buy me a Jaguar.
-a material girl.

Antonin.
I love the way you look in that robe.
Sandra Day·

Maria 0 ..
Can we meet in the doorway?

SBA.
We want our fucking coffee machine.
The Reporter

Reuben. Biharis have small lullis

Prof. Simak,
Wanted: Nymphomaniac who owns a Jig- It must have been the roses
quor store
Mr. Wollerman.
Nadine.
I really like those baby blue's! Be my
valentine!
Young virile law student seeks recently Let's do lunch
Love N.W.B. divorced multimillionairess

Nadine.
Let's do lunch
Phil

Geraldo

Park.
Can you guess what's on my mind .
Stud'?
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The Utilitarian Deception
of Legal Paternalism
by Philip D. Spyropoulos
Whenever whoever realized that right
and wrong is a man-made creation, whoever controlled the levers of society did
not let this discovery catch on. There
seems to be more of an exception to that
historical guess now that thoughts flow
freer, yet the great bulk of people still seem
to feel that their sense of right is unconditionally right; or at least they act that way.
I see no need to accuse or excuse them.
because they would be functional incompetents without this mindset: life on earth
and peoples' order within it are not practicable without the illusory yet deep sense
of stability offered by an unflinching belief
in a set of values. Without a certain basic
level of values, one would become a
human perversion with blinding insight,
unable to coexist with nature's way of
things.
Regardless of one's insight or ignorance
on the matter, values are at least a practical, if not spiritual, necessity to living
here. Considering the myriad values the
human race could have embraced, like
planting one's fingernail as the ultimate
act of goodness, it is a remarkable, and
probably fortunate twist of fate that every
human being, indeed every animal, under. stands the world in so many fundamentally
similar ways. It is a fortunate twist of fate
if you believe that complete chaos can
somehow spontaneously coagulate into
order.
Although a "natural" approach to explaining why we believe some things to
be right and some things to be wrong is
not very fashionable nowadays, a better
guess than the "order by chance" argument
is that we were built for what we believe
in, and the way the world works for us
was built on our being built for what we
believe in, or visa versa. Now in English;
our common value base is user friendly
with our existence, and structures for the
development of these fundamental value
bases must exist, and have probably
evolved into their present form, on the
physiological, psychological, sociological spiritual, ecological, and who knows
what otherical levels.
An immature understanding of all this
would probably not be too harmful. But
a thorough and intellectually honest understanding of these concepts, and an unconditional application of them in discovering
their awesome implications, would probably reek havoc on the unprepared psyche
of our populations.
·
At best, it would lead to such horrifying
and destabilizing practices as people consciously choosing values for t.hemselves

and justifying an intense belief in them
solely on the basis of personal choice and
will. Even better, it could lead to people
setting aside their old differences and
adopting a unified approach to living together in peace through consciously agre~
eing to a similar set of conciliatory values.
At worst, people would fail to replace
their old, and deeply held. justification
mechanisms with new ones (based on
choice or self-will. or even on some other
external illusory surrogate) but would
leave this necessary motivating force of
all "higher-level .. value systems void. instantaneously undermining faith in the
legitimacy of not only personal values but
institutional and communal values as well.
The result would be an annihilation of our
social fibers. as people would become
dominated by their base-level value systems (food-good, sex-good etc.), inescapable givens by all but a roomful of transcedentalists.
It may be that whoever has been controlling the levers of our Supreme Court, presumably the justices themselves. has
adopted this more pessimistic view of
what to expect if the cat is let out of the
bag. Pessimistic, but probably very wise .
Our legal system is a highly visible institution, and a willful manifestation of
our communal values, which is constantly
tinkering with fundamental questions concerning our value system. Conspicuously
basing the operative justifications of Supreme Court decisions on something other
than the Constitution would most probably
reek havoc on our entire system of government, and then some. Ignoring the real
factors that embody the justification of a
Supreme Court decision, we have to play
the fool and tum a blind eye for our country's sake, "Oh yes, it says it right here,
Amendment XIV, Article I, 'All persons
in these United States, and subject to the
jurisdiction thereof, can have abortions"."
Although this is a- very conspiracyoriented type of idea (you know, the type
of idea that is overly simplistic and has
very little to do with the real world), it
may give some explanation as to why
courts insist on claiming that their radical
departures from all prior precedents and
statutes are actually based on precedent
and honest statutory interpretation. Even
if we can't give these lever-pushers credit
for consciously implementing this utilitarian deception of legal paternalism, it probably figures in the process somewhere,
whether in the muddle of their unconscious thoughtwork, or in the muddle of
our legal process.

Help Wanted

Reporters
Small Law School Newspaper
seeks to fill many open positions
Great Benefits!
No Experience Necessary.
Contact: The Reporter, Rm. C102
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NYLAB* and Dreams
*(New York Law and Beauty)
by Marci Goldstein and Tina Fisher
For those of you who missed Tracy's
bash, the hostess with the mostest sported
her new look-a Larry Siry original; although the design was developed by Chris
B., the final product was created by Mr.
Larry himself .... Tom D., professed
facist joined the omnipresent, post-holiday fad and enrolled in the New York
Sports Club=-Tom. will it last until Valentines Day? ....
Speaking of the holiday season, Melanie Chang wins the
.award for Best Chauffer for putting up
with TTJ. Marci G. Tom D. TB, Jenice
M and Brian Ron their trip to that paradise
known as Jamaica. Highlight of the vaca- .
tion, Brian. alias Boca Joe's escapade with
toilet paper on the side of the road . . . .
Speaking of the road-have you seen
highway animals Jessica and Nicole out
hunting for men in red trucks on the FDR
lately? Our Caty-connection reports that
Ms. R. (also known as Sandy) was spotted
out on Hwy 280 doing 95 mph and hunting

the Law Geeks, Foreign Film Buffs and
Assorted Pseudo-Aficionados"
Rumor has it that Dilip is in the process
of opening a new mall on Worth Street
for the "in-between" class with the urge
to shop. (This mall was especially designed for Tina and Susie. Happy shopping girls!) ....
Dave Wind (the Reporter's own ace photographer) is preparing
for an exhibit at MOMA-good luck
Dave!!! ....
For those 3rd years who
are not yet employed, the SQUARE is
hiring evening bussers. JD required, submit writing sample and resume to Kim
Brinkmeyer ....
Gotta love that new lib.rary-now we can finally show our parents the scenic campus with pride. We
love the new carpet. but have yet to find
any clocks to watch as the time flies.
Rumor has it the 2nd floor is good for
napping (isn't it Dave?)-and as for love,
Daren D. has been spotted offering potato
chips on bended knee in the new library

for venison in the family roadster. Slow
down girls and wear you belts .... Valentine's Day is creeping upon us. Word
had it that the man of Steele will get
Heather, but who knows which one? ....
Rumor has it that the Square Diner is offering a NYLAB special: res judicata on
rye with a collateral estoppel shake for
only $2.099--great place to bring that special someone for Valentines Day!! Semester
kicks off, it is rumored that Jessica W,
the ultimate sadist, has enrolled in yet
another Strossen Cabaret Act. And yet
Melanie Fess is enrolling in a Betty Ford/
David Chang withdrawal clinic for no
Chang electives are offered this semester
....
First years seem to fit in fine with
the NYLAB scene; they found Puffys to
be the place to prepare for legal writing.
For those I st years who found themselves
at that infamous watering hole after their
I st exam, that false sense of confidence
is deadly. Novice Kathy B. however, has
already continued the NYLAB partying
tradition where she can be found at the
Bear Bar (along with Kathi, Gary and
more ... )--gotta love those free drinks
for women, (we know Gary G. does)
wait--do I sense an Equal Protection
Problem here ??? . . . .
Eugene T. Maleska will be assisting in
the preparation of the "Spring 1990 Final
Schedule". A crossword puzzle will be
offered for those who work better in crossword form rather than standard blue book
form. The crossword exam will still be
avoided if a student's name appears anywhere on the exam . . . . Meanwhile,
downtown, Mr. Trendy Tribeca, Tony D.,
eagerly awaits the opening of Robert DeNiro's new chi-chi bar and grill. Look for
an update in Tone's sequel to "Tribeca for

. . . . The fight is on for Law Review
editorships. No blood has yet been spilled
but give those cut throats some more time.
The official NYLAB & DREAMS endorsernenr goes to Jack V. . . . . Attention all talented and frustrated NYLAB
students. The I st annual Law School
Revue is scheduled for Thursday April
5th. Anyone wishing to contribute to this
farce can bring their ideas to an upcoming
organizational meeting-time and date to
be announced . . . .
STAY TUNED ....
Next issue, same
bat time . . . . same bat channel ....
a
few Nylab-notes ....
Rumor has it next
semester some new classes will be offered.
M W F 5:30 to 6:47 "Aerobics at Tribeca
Workout" for three credits ... T Th "Joy
of Lifecycling" at TSI for two credits
. . . . Marci G. is offering an advanced
seminar in shopping with planned fieldtrips to Macy's, Bloomies, Bonwit's and
to appease all of Tom D's liberal adversaries, a special one-class trip is being
planned to K-MART. (Tom hopes YOU
ALL enjoy shopping therel) As usual these
courses are offered only at night-We
know the registrar is working on better
courses . . . . For all those who are
graduating this semester, Commencement
speakers are now being considered:
Jacoby, Meyers, and the·traffic cop on the
comer of Church and Worth are all vying
for the position ...
The names and events depicted here ~re
in no way related to reality ....
but then
neither is a NYLS degree!!!!! Anyone with
Juicy Gossip, please find Tina or Marci,
they won't violate your right to privacy
... or will they???? Thanks to all of our
informants ....
(we have more than the
East German Government!!!!)
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Anxious ...

.f

Unable To Concentrate.

Glenn Miller
Why do some students feel that the P.A.D.
Worried About Your Academic Performance
Working on the assumption that one symposium will be better than what the
shouldn't rock the boat, the bureaucracy Placement Office could do, if they were
of New York Law School continues to doing anything. (Why do 90% of the stuCALL: Manhattan Psychotherapy Group
allow conditions which vex all students. dents feel that Placement's answer to the
Working on the assumption that one must question: "How do I find a Sumrner Job?"
(212) 533- 7623
rock a boat a bit to row it anywhere, stu- will always start with: "First, are you in
dents are beginning to ask to see the cap- the top 10% ?) .
tains. Evening students, particularly, wait When will Placement adopt the policy of
Afilie~d¢ilicirloogwo~~~inkmg
pre~~ooslaw~~~sli~Gw~~own:---------------------~-----------~
Law School lines and wonder why.
firms interviewing on campus must interWe are not seeking merely a sounding view all students expressing an interest in
board. (Student Affairs listens amiably the firm, regardless of grade point averenough). We are seeking redress for grie- age. (By the way, isn'tour acquiescence
vances and concerns about conditions to such hiring practices what allows them
which detract from the quality of life and to continue")
tribes around the world. The Gods of the
education at New York Law School.
Isn't there a more creative way to apply
by Phillip D. Spyropoulos
I. Why does the accounting office, the life and work experience of evening
The mothers were waiting, their skinny Earth take what they need from the living
which must be paid before registration be- students planning career changes? If the little arms flailing in ritual desperation as above the earth to nourish life to come. It
comes official, close at 6 p.m., while the Placement office has on blinders about the their bloated stomach-bodies stumbled their attention is won, the dead's soul
registration office has adopted the sensible achievements of evening students, doesn't round the little black carrion swathed in might be used to breathe life into a more
policy of staying open until 8 p.m. in rec- this encourage employers to use the same dirty white cloth. Like emaciated horses fortunate being.
Aide Meerf and Dni Meerf were lying
ognition of evening student workdays? If narrow hiring criteria? Have issues of age who's toothpick legs supported five ton
the two offices are coordinate, shouldn't discrimination concerning evening stu- barrel bodies they somehow beat the together on the dusty ground waiting for
they both remain open during the peak dents been forthrightly thought through by wicked wind with jumps and thrusts, as their tum. vultures circled for a vultures
feast. "Look at its poor mother, Aide. She
season of registration until evening classes Placement, or are they using models of if the wind could not hit back.
end? Administratively,
the very patient placement planning which reflect the myth
The Drums of Death pounded furiously should not be so sad. How loud the drums
and polite accounting staff might be al- of the just-fresh-from-college
student?
with the little energy the surviving villa- are beaten! Maybe the little one is lucky.
lowed to choose "flextime" hours during
The.Placement Office has begun to meet gers could muster. The thought of being Maybe its next life will be filled with
the peak period, or trade a night on for a with all first year students. Shouldn't this the last to die crossed the harrowed minds plenty. Maybe its belly will always be full.
day off after the registration and loan pay- be made retroactive? Why not meet with of three elders. 'Then who will beat the with slaves to groom him and tend to his
every need! Yes indeed. he may already
ment crunch abates.
all students to track their interests, goals, drums for me?' they asked.
2. Why must students wait in line to interviews. and work history?
The louder the drums: the more chances have been born into the body of a great
pay for materials from the Copy Center.
8. Why is it that evening college com- the Gods of the Earth will hear them over king."
.. Or a New York City poodle."
then \u. another long line at the Copy plaints about the overflowing trash cans millions of competing drums from other
Center itself?Why couldn't a fee be levied and late afternoon filth in restrooms by
for copying which would allow students the cafeteria were referred by an Adminto pick up their supplements and materials istration Officer to a Student Government
in one \)\ace'? Why not, as some professors Representative? (.. Students are complainhave done, distribute materials in the ing. You should do something about it.")
class?
Isn't it the responsibility of Maintenance.
3. Why is it that the scheduling this with the oversight of the Administration.
term seems to lead to conflict in the recorn- to keep the school clean? (albeit. with stumended "A list" or '·B list" courses? Why dent cooperation).
is it that many major courses from the list
9. Why is it that our parking lot. averhave exams scheduled back-to-back'?
itable treasure in Manhattan real estate.
4. Why was the exam reading period goes
virtually . unused
during
the
for the fall semester so short')
weekends'? Why was entry into weekend
5. Why does our small but high quality parking last term only during the magic
law sch?ol. training. attorneys for the time of every hour on the h;lf hour? (A
twenty-first century. m one of the most rather silly and awkward wait was entailed
creative cities on earth. cling to the all-or for those who couldn't synchronize with
nothing exam method? Why can't our this opening in time). Why are evening
training, upo~ which future lives _and dol- students who win the parking lottery n;t
lars depend, reflect what education now allowed to enter until a half hour before
knows about learning styles. types of in tel- their standard six o'clock class'? Why is
ligences, memory. and cognition? lsn 't the parking lot so closely -rnonitored in
the profession of law a victim too of the terms of the time of entry. when the real
attrition necessitated by "do well---or die" issue is whether the lot is being utilized
exams? Do exams truly measure students' to the utmost i.e.. whether those- who win
knowledge,
problem-solving.
or the are actually parking their automobiles
complex skills necessary to be effective there. Again. why has the Adminstration
attorneys? ls creativity or knowledge the suggested that Student Government keep.
attribute most rewarded on exams'? Why tabs on this?
isn't there a modus operandi for those who I 0. Why are some student organizations
want extra help. before its too late'?
asking for Student Govemm~nt budget
6. Why are student organizations, like money to fund faculty mixers? Why is~·t
the Latino Law Society and the Asian- the administration setting up and funding
American Law Society. seeking funds to student-initiated events where faculty are
recruit more minority students for New guests of honor?
York Law School? Why isn't the Adrnis- 11. Why isn't the international situs of
sions office seeking to cooperate or fund New York more strongly reflected in the
these efforts? why does it seem that the cirriculum? (Along with the United Nanumber of Afro-American students admit- tions and World Court of Trade. and conted or attending is on the decline? Why sulates for clinical and intern work")
aren't more minority students represented Might New York Law School develop an
HUDSON STREET, CORNER HARRISON STREET
here at New York Law. especially when .. Inn of Court .. program to attract alumni
the legal ideal of cultural pluralism (from and the international community'?
LOWER MANHATTAN
Federalist #I 0 to rational interpretations
Although these questions are easy to
of the 14th amendment) suffers from the ask. it is of. course the resolution of them
realities of racism .• bigotry. stereotyping. that poses part of the problem. The overdiscrimination, and blind ignorance'?
whelming problem. however. is not in
7. Why does P.A.D. plan to put on a answering the questions. but in the differ"Finding a Summer Job" when our Place- ence between students' and Adminstration
ment Office should be taking care of this? answers.

Somewhere in Africa

PUFFY' s TAVERN

81

766-9159
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The Roving Reporter
Question: What do you like best about
the new library that you didn't
like about the old one?

The Roving Reporter, Susan Fleishman

Jason Oshins
Class of '91
Oh I haven't been there, where is it? You
know I was wondering where all the books
went. Now it all seems so clear.
Joyce Saltalamachia
Associate Professor
Library Director

•

It is apples & oranges; there is no comparison.

Rhonda Feder
Class of '91
I like the fact that the study areas are more
conducive to studying. There are places
to be totally quiet and places to meet and
congregate. The copy machines are separate from the study areas and there are
places for people to study in groups.

N.Y.L.S. Mascot
Arf ...

Arf , Arf.

Debbie Dorfman
Class of '92
Chairs are more comfortable, the old ·
chairs were too hard & hurt my back & I
could not sit on them for too long.

Gary Sastow
Class of '91
The research materials are more convenient now that they are consolidated into
one place. The study areas are more comfortable and more conducive to studying.
·. ht . ·A' s 111
Now maybe I 'll get straig
...

John Hays
Class of '90
I like the lounge area· on the first floor.
It's better than the smoked filled Popular
reading room on the 10th floor in the other
library. Also I really like having the ability
to crush certain students between the movable shelving in the basement. Thats really
positive.

James Claffey
Class of '90
The added Lexis & Westlaw machines because now there is no wait. Also, I like
the shelves in the basement ("compact
shelving") because they all rotate together.
I call it "Darth Vader Shelving." I espe. cially like the fact that copy machines no
longer go off in my face when I'm studying.

Jim Shoemaker.
Class of '91
Great place to scam for babes!
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New York Law School
Civil Liberties Union
On Tuesday Feb. 6, The New York Law School Civil Liberties
Union held its first meeting of the spring semester. The purpose
of the meeting was to discuss upcoming events that the New York
Law School Civil Liberties Union plans on participating in throughout the semester.
Among the many activities the New York Law School Civil
Liberties Union discussed were:
1) Joint sponsorship with BLSA & ULS on a panel on the legalization of Drugs.
2) Civil liberties lobbying Day (Tues 5/8) N.Y.C.L.U. will send
people to Albany to lobby for civil liberties. And
3) Student working for the ACLU on a voluntary basis on cases
or programs of present concern.
We are always looking for new members any on interested in
becoming a new member, or in participating in an upcoming event
or just to chat, stop by the office (we're in C-102) or drop us a
note in our mail box . . . . . . .
Susan Fleischman
The smiling Civil Libertarians.

THREE REASONS
WHY MORE STUDENTS ARE
CHOOSING KAPLAN-SMH
BAR REVIEW COURSE

(

INTENSIVE
QUESTION REVIEW:

1 question analysis by experiencedOverlaweighteen
hours of in-class
school professors is an
integral part of every SMH and Kaplan-SMH Bar Review course
at no extra cost

2 NARRATIVE
TEXTS: The law you need know for your bar exam is
explained for you-not outlined-in our comprehensive texts.
to

UNPARALLELED
CONVENIENCE:

3 teen jurisdictions is available
Preparation for the bar exams of nineat over 100 Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Centers nationwide (except in New England, D.C.,
Maryland, and New Mexico where courses are administered by
SMH).
------PREPARATION
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Dist. of Columbia
Florida

Illinois
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

FOR-----New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
Pennsylvania

Rhode Island
Texas
Vermont
Virginia

If you plan to practice in any of these jurisdictions, your first step should
be to contact your campus rep or your local Stanley Kaplan Educational Center.

..5MH

BAR REVIEW SERVICES·
(800) 223· 1782 (800) 343·9188

SeeyourQunpusRep,orcall:

(212)
g11·~a200

mv~c
l

for -'iZ..9'J

Z

f r Peace,
0

(t.r>)
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BAR/BRI

Proudly
Presents

Get an early starton New York Practice and
Procedure (CPLR) and get an early start on the
New York Bar Exam.
Prof. Miller's course on New York Practice will be
offered live in New York City and on audio- or videotape in locations throughout the United States.
For further information, contact your local
BAR/BR\ representative, or:
BAR/BR I
415 Seventh Avenue, Suite 62
New York, NY 10001
212/594-3696

CPLR Mini-Review:
.
An Overview of New York Practice and Procedure

S

St

#lpri\ I

Date:
UN..
Time: /OAH--¥P1'1
Place: PEN.TA ltoTEL
BAR REVIEW

33'°..,. 7r"Avr.
© 1990 BAR/BAI
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